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DR. VOGEL TO ASSUME PRESIDENCY
OF BRADFORD JR. COLLEGE IN FALL

Dr. Robert M. Vogel

Check-on Homophile
Group Yields No Leads
Wednesday the NEW YORK
TIMES reported that the Student
Homophile League, which was recently chartered at Columbia, win
seek charters at Trinity, Stamf the University of Chicago,
he University of California at
Berkeley, the University of Connecticut, Bucknell and the University of Maryland.
The mention of Trinity's name
in association with the Homophile
League on the front page of the
TIMES, for no known reason, raised a slight stir through the administration and among the student body. Talks with College
Counselor George C. Higgins and
Chaplain Alan C. Tull revealed
that the practice of homosexuality
on the campus is negligible. The
Social Evaluation data, according
to Higgins, confirm the lack of
incidence of homosexuality at the
College.
The College Relations Office and
the local news media found that
the homophile news release to the
TIMES had listed the names of
about 40 major colleges and universities across the country. They
expressed bewilderment when asked why the TIMES had singled out
the seven colleges for mention.
The TIMES report and a follow
up account which appeared in the
HARTFORD TIMES brought several calls of Inquiry to the TRIPOD and to administrative officials. A brief investigation yielded no knowledge of the Homophile
League's attempt to establish a
charter at the College.
In a press release sent to the
TRIPOD from Columbia, the Homophile League claimed that Mr.
David Cramer of Hartford was
chairman of the underground local branch. However, inquiries by
the TRIPOD and the Hartford
papers yielded no results. As the
Columbia Homophile chairman operates under the pseudonym of
Stephen Donaldson, It was assumed that, if he exists, the Hartford League chairman too works
incognito.
The League exists principally
to foster understanding of homosexuality and to work for the improvement of the laws pertaining
to the practice of homosexuality.
In the .Homophile press release,
Cramer scored the public and aca-

demic community for their biased
and inaccurate information on
homosexuality and homosexuals.
He set:ftftals."to .foster discussion
of the subject and society's bigotry at the University of Hartford and throughout Connecticut."
According to the press release,
the Homophile League already
boasts a chapter at the University
of Hartford and a representative
at the University of Connecticut.
The League hopes to establish
chapters in Connecticut at Trinity, Yale, the University of Hartford and the University of Connecticut.

Six Appointed
To Committee
Senate President Keith M. Miles
'68 announced the appointments
to the newly-conceived sub-committee to the Joint Committee on
Educational Policy at the Senate
meeting Sunday night.
Mr, John R. Reitmeyer of Hartford will serve as the Trustees'
representative to the sub-committee. President Albert C. Jacobs
will represent the administration
while Dr. Edmund LaB. Cherbonnler, chairman of. the Department
of Religion, will sit as the Faculty
member on the joint sub-committee.
The Senate Executive Committee appointments are Stuart E.
Edelman '68, Dennis H. Farber
•68, and Carl .E. Luty '69. The
student representatives, Miles
said, were selected as a crosssection of the academic community
and for their individual worthiness and interest in the sub-committee. Miles noted that the Executive Committee received over
80 applications for student membership.
The conception of the sub-committee by the parent Joint Committee was provoked several weeks
ago by a statement of Senate interest in formal participation on
faculty committee. The Joint
Committee, composed of faculty,
administration, and Trustees, responded with the creation of the
sub-committee as a direct channel for four-way communications.

Today at 4 p.m. President Albert C. Jacobs announced to the Faculty that Dr. Robert M.
Vogel, dean of the College, has been selected as the new president of Bradford Junior College in Bradford, Massachusetts. Harold L. Dorwart, chairman of the department of mathematics and secretary of the Faculty, has been named dean of the College for the 1967-68 academic year.
Vogel was the unanimous choice of the Bradford Board of Trustees to replace Miss Dorothy M. Bell who, after 27 years as president, will retire July 1. When Dean Vogel assumes
his new duties September 1 aa president of Bradford Jr. College he will be the first man to
head the institution in its 131 years of existence.
Vogel, who has taught and administered at the College for the past 20 years, admitted that
he will leave Trinity with many regrets. He noted, however, that the chance to assume the
presidency of a college which considers itself one of the best Junior colleges in the country
was most attractive to him. Vogel said that he is enthusiastic about Bradford's tradition of
educational innovation and believes that the flexibility of a two-year program for women provides an unusual opportunity for sound experimentation.
Vogel, a native of Columbus, of the program for six years. As
Indiana, received his A.B. de- an adaptation of the Plan, he degree In 1935 from Wabash Col- veloped the Summer Engineering
lege, While studying for his Mas- Laboratory In 1963.
ter's degree at the University of
Vogel Initiated the program to
Michigan which he earned in 1940, promote teaching of Advanced
he was an Instructor in English Placement courses which encourat Adrian College. From 1940 to aged many schools to Introduce
1942, he was a member of the such courses as English, Latin
English Department and Direc- and history. He was responsible
tor of Dramatics at the Univer- for establishing graduate degrees
sity of Rochester. During World in the departments of classical
War II he served as a lieutenant languages, economics, governIn the U.S. Navy and took part in ment, mathematics and physics.
the invasions of Normandy and
During- the planning and conSouthern France, and was award- struction stages of the Austin Arts
ed the Bronze Star for gallantry Center, Vogel was the College repduring the Invasion of Okinawa. .presentatlve to the architect. He
At the end of the war, Vogel has been the College liaison ofattended Columbia University for ficer for an urban renewal study
work which led to his doctorate of Hartford's South End, He is a
Dr. Harold L. Dorwart
in education. Meanwhile, hejolned ..trustee of Klngswood School, West ing the College within a chanj|#£
the Trinity faculty" in 1947 as an Hartford.
educational environment, tnat he
assistant professor of English and
Vogel has been an active mem- must be an able administrator.
dramatics director. In 1949 he ber of the New England Associa- The Trustees believe that Dr.
inaugurated the first arena the- tion of Colleges and Secondary Vogel's sound experience and genatre in Greater Hartford. In 1951 Schools and served as a member uine enthusiasm for Bradford and
he was given the added duties of evaluation teams for the ac- Its educational program augur well
of Director of the Evening and creditation of colleges in New for the future of the College."
Summer Schools. In 1957 he was England.
President Jacobs, in rioting the
named Dean of Graduate Studies.
In announcing the appointment loss of Dean Vogel to Bradford,
In the years he directed Trin- of Dean Vogel to the presidency said that "he has In his quiet
ity's program of graduate studies of Bradford, alumnae of the in- understanding and extremely efand the summer session, Vogel stitution were told this afternoon; ficient way handled his Important
introduced educational programs "It was agreed that the person responsibilities most effectively
which gained national recognition. Selected, .either a man or woman, and most wisely."
He originated and developed the should be a distinguished educator
Dean Vogel is the second memTrinity Transition to College Plan, able to command the respect of ber of the administration who, in
which offers selected secondary a diversified faculty and to pro- the past twelve months, has been
school students an opportunity to tect and enhance academic stan- selected as president of another'
take college-credit courses in the dards, that he must feel the ex- college. Last year Dr. Albert E.
summer, and served as director citement and challenge of develop- Holland, vice president of the College, was elected president of
Hobart and •William Smith Colleges.

Two Groups
Reconsider
Student Lite
The machinery to act upon the
r ecommendations and implications
of the Senate's Social Evaluation,
scheduled to be released Thursday, already has been set up and
put in motion, according to Senate President Keith M. Miles '68.
Two committees have been
formed which will examine the
evaluation and Its implications,
submitting recommendations of
action to the Faculty and Senate.
The Student Life Committee, headed by Dean of Students Roy Heath,
has been studying advance copies
of the Evaluation for. several
weeks. The Committee, composed
of faculty and administration members and four students, is working
in an analysis of all aspects of
student life at the College. The
Committee hopes to find ways
to further develop the life of the
individual student at the College.
Its analysis, centered around the
findings of the Evaluation, is directed toward the goal of more
PAUL DUVIVIER '68 scrutinizes the rationale of the petition
to halt bombing in Vietnam. Did he sign?

{Continued on .Page 9T>
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Jesters Schedule
Musical Interlude

THE BOYFRIENDS and their girls during a Jesters rehearsal: (Front line, L. to R.) Patty Churchill, Diane Flemming. Madeline Bombetto, Melanie Jones and Terri Willis. (Back row) Director
George E. Nichols III, Les Rumsey, Gayle Richie, Bob Franks, Scott Sutton and Jay Shinfeld.

'Man For All Seasons' Features
Scofield in Cinematic Adaptation
by Steve Bauer
When a film receives the advance publicity and critical acclaim which A MAN FOR ALL
SEASONS has received, a subtle
pressure is exerted not only upon
the moviegoer, but also upon the
picture itself. Winner oftheN.Y.
Critics Award for "Picture of the
Year," and similarly cited by the
Motion Picture Academy, the film
currently splaying at the Strand
does "-not fulfill • tne tantalizing
promise which its burdensome medallions denote. In a way the film
has to prove itself and somehow
falls Just short.
A lMAN FOR ALL SEASONS Is
a consistently good film, tinged
with moments of greatness. But
it is not in all truth a great
film. Too many of the scenes
have been seen before; too many
of the cinematic devices have become cinematic cliches. A moviegoer can become tired of reflections : In :the ripples of a lake
and aesthetic shots of geese and
birds. Yet there are moments of
startling originality and perceptivity, The scene in which Car-

New American
Cinema Choice
Mere Tonight
Experimental
film
director
Gregory - Markopoulos will show
and discuss his new work HIM-, SE.L? AS HERSELF tonight at 8:30
'in the McCook Auditorium.
Markopoulos and Stan Brakhage,
•who visited the College recently,
are both representative of the
older generation of film makers
allied with the New American Cinema.
Markopoulos, however, is distinguished from Brakhage in his
concern for narrative and plot as
the main structural elements of
his films. HIMSELF AS HERSELF,
which was completed recently, has
its roots in the legends of Hermes
,and Aphrodite.
, The most famous of the director's several films is TWICE A
MAN, which won the Third Inter;.:•• national Experimental Film Competition in Belgium in 1964.

dlnal Wolsey dies ends with a.
marvelous slant shot of the Duke
of Norfolk, in which the balance
of the shot is achieved through
an unbalance in the shutting of a
door.
The screenplay written by Robert Bolt, author of the play, is a
minor. miracle. Incisive, witty,
and above all, intelligent, it has
sustained the same sense of brilliance, the same depth of investigation so characteristic of the
play, However, many of the most
important nines dealing with psychology and sensitivity of insight,
given to the character of the Common Man on stage, were omitted
in the screenplay because of the
artificiality the character would
have created on film. They are
sorely missed.
An historical drama, the film
traces the swift rise and meteoric
fall of Sir Thomas More, and his
ultimate destruction due to moral
and religious^ principles that con' flicted with those of Henry VIII.
The fabric which Bolt weaves is
one of incredible brilliance and
richness. Against a background of
English pageantry, we catch panoramas , of corruption, without
losing sight of the intense personalness of it all.
Paul Scofield In the title role
Is truly a "man for all seasons."
He can be morose, taciturn emotional, subtle, while always retaining that polish and reserve that
make him one of the outstanding
actors of the English-speaking
world. Cromwell, More's major
nemesis, Is given a striking portrayal of sinister endomorphy by
Leo McKern. Robert Shaw, as Henry VIII, is suitably regal and
pompous without sacrificing the
early king's youth and carelessness, which contrast beautifully
with More's subtleness.
Nigel Davenport mixes nobility
with stupidity and reaches a pragmatic synthesis as Norfolk, in a
portrayal which is not without its
moments of ingenuousness and pathos. As More's daughter and wife,
Wendy Hiller and Susanna York
are adequate. Orson Welles is
superb in the small part of Wolsey; stubborn, dogmatic, too old
to_ give in, yet too intelligent to
expect the acquiescence of More.
The direction of Fred Zimmer-
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"THE BOY FRIEND," a delightful spoof of British musicals of the
•twenties, will be the Trinity College Jesters' spring show.
Performances will be at 8.-15
p.m. in the Goodwin Theater, tomorrow through Sunday. The Friday night performance is for the
benefit of the scholarship fund
of the Trinity Club of Hartford.
Sunday's performance is a matinee at 2:30 p.m.
In the romantic setting of the
French Riviera, Sandy Wilson has
spun a highly improbable plot about
a rich young Englishman disguised
as a messenger boy who falls in
. love at first sight with a rich
English girl attending a highly
select finishing school for young
ladles.
After a high-spirited evening
punctuated by gleeful songs and
some swinging Charleston, the
" chaps" get the" flappers" and presumably everyone lives happily
ever after.
When the BOY, FRIEND opened
in New York it was hailed as an
evening of "sheer and unadulterated" delight. It played to capacity houses for two years, giving
play-goers their first opportunity
to see Julie Andrews In one of
the lead roles.
Ten local girls will be appearing in the Jesters'production. Rena
Landers of Hartford College Is
playing Polly. Krystyn1 -Hanson,
known for a number of leading roles
she played in musicals at Conard
High School, is Mme. Dubonnet,
headmistress of the Villa Caprice.
Sharon Fentiman of East Hartford
appears as Hortense and Jill Bobrow, of Oxford School, is Lady
Brockhurst.
The schoolgirls are played by
Terri Willis of Oxford School,
r Gayle Ritchie of Mount St. Joseph,

man can be credited with much,
that is good in the film. He can
also be held responsible for the
weak parts. In some crucial scenes
just a small alteration would have
shifted the emphasis to something
more acceptable. Yet he holds his
characters well, unfolds their personalities subtlely and at times
brilliantly, never loosening his
control to a point where the film
stagnates, ,
,/
, ,
The drama, of More'moves primarily on the personal plane of
More dealing with himself and with
his family. Yet the movie is curiously sterile emotionally. It
avoids the intimacy so much a
part of the play. Dynamic scenes
of confrontation lack the emotional
jolt that leaves a watcher breathless and weak.
Throughout, the movie is tastefully impeccable. At no time is the
lure of spectacle sacrificed for the
demands of script or an overshadowing of the principle theme.
The costumes" and sets never be- ~
come gaudy or overbearing.
Through.them the mood Is established and sustained.
A MAN FOR1 ALL SEASONS
is far above the average film.
It has moments of greatness in
which the gap created by the film
technique is jumped. But at other
times, the brilliance of Bolt's
script becpmes tiresome pedantry
when not imbued with the excitement and dynamism of a live perr
formance. Perhaps A MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS Is the best picture
of the year. But somehow I doubt
it.

Melanie Jones of Bulkeley High
School and three students from the
Hartford Ballet Company, Patricia
Churchill, Madeline Bombetto and
Diane Fleming.
Both the musical direction and
choreography are being done by
Kevin Daly, a senior who plans
to continue in the musical comedy
field after graduation.
The set has been designed by
Michael Duffy of the Hartford Art
School.
George E. Nichols III, Associate
Professor of Drama and Director
of the Austin Arts Center, will
direct.

Glee Club Will
Celebrate 95th
The Trinity College Glee Club
will present "A 95th Anniversary
Concert" - celebrating its history
as the oldest existing singing group ;
of the College - on Tuesday, May
16 at 8;30 p.m. in the Goodwin
Theater.
This concert will also mark the
end of Dr. Clarence H. Barber's
14 year tenure as the club's director. Many of the varied songs that
Dr. Barber has brought to the Glee
Club will be heard at the concert.
Some of them are American premieres and songs written especially for the group. These include
William Russell Bennett's WOMEN, WAR AND WINE; Martha Alter's Pennsylvania Dutch Songs,
COUNTRY SALE; Marc Antoine
Charpentier's DARKNESS CAME
OVER EARTH and Liszt's MIHI
.AUTEM ADHERERE.
Director of the Glee Club from
1930 to 1953, Professor of Music
Clarence E. Watters will be one
of two guest conductors for the
program.

'Stage9 Presents Lively,
Sentimental Tantastiks 9
by Christopher Lees
With the pace, color and wit of
a first-rate cabaret revue, THE
FANTASTICKS opened at the Hartford Stage Company on Friday
night. This production, under Peter
Hunt's slick and sure direction, is
a lively mixture of Irony and sentimentality - and a qualified success.
Boy meets Girl. The plot Is
charmingly predictable. But the
central irony In this mock-romance is that the boy and girl,
convinced that their fathers hate
each other and want to keep them
apart, are determined to be together - until they find out that
it was all planned by the fathers,
who are actually the best of friends.
Once parted, the lovers lose
their innocence and "find disillusionment, and they come back
to each other less giddy and more

SIR THOMAS More, played by Paul Scofield, confers with
Card.nal Wolsey (Orson Welles) in " A Man For All Seasons"
currently playing at the Strand downtown.

mature.
The Girl (Judy McCauley) is a
pert, sweet apple-pie Junior Miss.
She is played with just the right
note of surprised sincerity and
imaginative innocence. She is the
type of delicious pink and golden
sixteen-year-old with whom prep
schoolboys fall In love before the
end of the first act.
" But when you get right down
to it, she's only the girl next
door," decides the clean-cut,
mock-heroic but quite ordinary
Boy (Gary Krawford). On this tiny
thread hangs the story.
The Girl's Father (Bob Gaus),
a dapper button merchant, and the
Boy's Father (Gene Gross) pretend they are having a feud and
build a Wall, which, in the Pyrimus and Thisbe style of the
Show, is played by a clown. Only
In this version he is mute.
/There is a beautifully staged
mock-abduction scene, designed to
test the heroics of the Boy and
cement the lovers' union. The
Narrator of the show (Tom Uricli) plays the part of a bandit
and there is some clever spoofing by the Shakespearian Actor
(Henry Thomas)andbrilliant mime
by The Man Who Dies (John Bottoms). This part of the show - the
Rape Ballet - is very funny indeed.
The play slightly marred by
some moralizing doggerel in the
second act, and the return to sentimental romance at the end. The
platitude that maturity is the acceptance of disillusionment emerges as the theme, and the lovers
presumably live happily and sensibly ever after.
Despite the ironic style of presentation, the clowning and the
wit, this is a deeply romantic
which finally returns to sentimentality. But it is better escapist theater than the tired student is likely to find elsewhere.
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College'sFirst History 'Warmth, C h a r m ' Describe
'Intellectually Exciting N e l g Q n
ie^ QJJ P a i n t i l l g .
by Geoffrey R.

lished in conjunction with Trinity's 150th anniversary in 1973,
by Carlo Forzani
After 144 years Trinity College will bring the story up-to-date.
has published its definitive hisProfessor Weaver's writing is
As I viewed the Nelson White
tory in a publishing event of great a mixture of fact, anecdote, and exhibit
in the Weidner Gallery of
note, not only for alumni and humor which carries the reader the Austin
Arts Center I overheard
friends of the College, but also from page to page and chapter to two people critically
appraising the
for all those interested in a fas- chapter fluidly. One is bothered paintings. The conversation
inicinating story of the slow painful at times by labored prose passages tiated .a personal critical examingrowth, failures, and successes of and long lists of names and fig- ation of my own. The collection
what is now one of the finest in- ures, but they do not detract from is composed of twenty-eight oils,
stitutions of higher learning..
the real genius of the book—Wea- waters, and gouaches including
When planning this history over ver's ability to convey a sense of several drawings, all are landtension and suspense to the most scapes and sea scenes of the
seven years ago, the College seem- undramatlc
of events. Even though Italian countryside.
ingly turned to the right man when
it asked Professor Glen Weaver
of the History Department to tackle
the mammoth task. Professor
Weaver, who joined the faculty in
1957, is one of America's foremost experts on Colonial America
and the history of the American
Church, and used this knowledge
well in his steady five-year task.
The result is a beautiful 360 page
volume, aesthetically pleasing and
intellectually exciting.
One of the initial efforts of the
Trinity College Press, THE HISTORY catches one's eye immediately with an attractive cover made
up of lithographs picturing the
Chapel and Long Walk. Over 130
illustrations are found within the
pages including an exquisite fullcolor portrait of College founder
Thomas Church Brownell as a
frontispiece.
Particularly interesting is a voluminous footnote section of some
MILL AT ROVEZZANO is the title of this 30" x 40" oil paint42 pages that not only fully docuing by Nelson White which is currently on display in the V/eidments the facts in the text, but
ner Gallery of the Austin Arts Center.
(Forzani Photo)
can also serve as a fine bibliography for further research. Com- the College's history is filled with
pleting the volume is a very ade- crucial decisions and important
quate index.
turning points, some of its years
The text itself carries the his- were relatively uneventful, and
tory of the College from the futile it is concerning these times that
attempts to found a Connecticut the authors imaginative peri saves
Episcopal school in the early the reader from what could be
1800's to the period of great boring passages.
prosperity under Dr. Ogleby in
One of . a. writing historian's
the 1930's. Tolume H, to" be pub- most important tasks is to bring
his characters alive, and Professor Weaver shines in this category. All of the Presidents are
portrayed as individuals. Particularly graphic are his pictures of
Abner Jackson and George Williamson Smith--two of the more
"Beginning in 1968-69 priority successful presidents. These men
in the use of the Austin Arts and others made decisions that
Center, and particularly of the
Goodwin Theatre will be given to :
events that are relevant to.the
arts at Trinity College," stated
George E. Nichols III, last Thursday in a statement to department
and committee chairmen.
Mr. Robert Seraphino. director
Nichols, director of the Austin
Arts Center, explained in his let- of foreign languages for the city of
ter that a primary reason for the New Haven, addressed the New
building of the Arts Center was England chapter of American Asto "accommodate an expanding arts sociation of Teachers of Italian at
program," and to aid arts educa- their annual meeting at the Coltion at the College. He went on lege Saturday.
In his speech to the group Satto explain that the Goodwin Theatre was not "intended as an all- urday afternoon, Seraphino spoke
purpose auditorium, but as a the- of the various newly-developed
atre to house the performing arts testing materials. These materMai Zetterling, the Swedish acting
and events relevant to them." ials, he noted, have become a great
star, who has turned movie director,
arrived in New York for promotional
Nichols said that these ideals aid in admissions and placement
activities in connection with the
were not strictly followed in the work.
American premiere of "Loving
The teachers of Italian were
first two years. He has tried,
Couples," the first film under her
however, to accommodate all re- hosted by Dr. Michael R. Campo,
direction, which opened recently.
quests for use the theatre because professor of Modern Languages
it "provided a handsome envir- and chairman of the Cesare BarThe film, a John Nasht presentaonment" and especially because blerl Center of Italian Studies,
tion distributed by Prominent Films,
was produced in Sweden and stars
he "wished the campus to become and by Dr. Louis H. Naylor, former
Harriet Andersson and Eva Dahlwell acquainted • with the Center." chairman of the Department of
beck. Her appearance at the opening
The campus often indicates that Modern Languages.
added an exciting inspiration to a
the center is not fostering The
glowing premiere.
Arts, Nichols felt, if there is not
MANY FINE TEACHING
one or more weekly events sched"Night Games," the second film to
uled in Austin. "The contrary is
be directed by Miss Zetterfinp;, was
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
well-received
at the current Venice
true," he added. The Center is
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Film Festival by critics and judges.
constantly being used for mus®
The public was barred from viewing
ical and play rehearsals and perPublic, Private and College
the film by Festival officials, who
formances, Nichols explained, and
thought it too daring.
in addition there are an increasRegister
now
for
early
placement
ing number of film series and stuThe movie is based on Mis^s Zetterdent produced events that request
9
ling's own first novel, which will be
published here in November by
scheduling.
The Cary Teachers' Agency
Coward-McCann.
::.
Nichols emphasized that with the
Of Hartford, Conn.
large number of non-arts activities
"Loving Couples" deals with disat the Center the burden on his
49 Pearl St., Office 711
integrating moral standards in Swestaff is acute and that re-staffden and lowering social barriers
Tel. (203) 525-2133
around the time of World War I.
ing is necessary in spite of the
Member: National Association of
student help that he has acquired
Teachers' Agencies
in the past.

White is a representational artist, his style largely a sophisticated extention of nineteenth century landscape painting, but his
work often resembles thatof painters just prior to the Post impressionists. The delightful opaic water
colors of Venice follow the path of
J.M.W. Turner, and the blue paper
is a familiar Turner device. Many
of his oils, especially the large
30x40 MILL AT ROVEZZANO,
reminded one of the conservative
impressionism.
White employs a multitude of
short, broken brush strokes, and
uses a light palate of bright colors, excluding many of the darker
hues, creating an over all diffuse
lighting pattern familiar to impressionism. The effect is one of
a momentary, scintillating quality^
of light rather than the permanance of the careful outline of focused light. Many of White's beach
scenes seem to take inspiration
from Boudin, a direct forerunner
of impressionism. .
But 1 don't like analysis much,
and I decided to save it for another time. Sometimes I feel that
we are so concerned with taking
everything apart these days we
forget to put things back together again. We seem to forget
that
the
pieces we leave
scattered around were intended to
make up a whole, and too often
we proceed on hastily to the next
dissection. Someday we may look
back and wonder where the things
we created and once en.ioyed went.

So when I look at Nelson White's
paintings I try to forget analysis for awhile. It almost gives
one a feeling of guilt to dissect
them; these paintings were made
to appreciate as a whole, not as
study examples for art textbooks.
Nelson White has succeeded
magnificently In capturing the flavor of charm and warmth of the
Italian countryside, and this Is what
is special about his work. His
paintings are fresh and vivacious,
they contain and transmit the spirit that is Italy. As I looked at
each scene I couldn't help forgetting where I was and finding
myself back in Italy, feeling the
quaint charm of the country one
usually has to experience to know.
Nelson White has technical competence, but, more important, he
is a sensitive artist. He seems to
have a natural sense of composition and balance which imparts on
his work a rare degree of charm
and poise. His communication of
air and light is delightfully effective and he blends his colors especially well, achieving an etherlally soft tone. His handling of'
sea, air, and light in BEACH AT
FIUMETTO is superb and subtly
wonderful.
Nelson White Is a refreshing-respite from the myriad of confused, rambling art which has
caught the_modern eye and which
seeks to claim title to significance.
He makes you feel good. Let's
leave It at that and enjoy him.
(Continued on Page 4)

RIVOLI
THEATER

^Priorities Set
I In Austin Use

Campo, Naylor
Host Educators

AMERICAN
PREMIERE OF
"LOVING COUPLES"
SPARKED BY
MAI ZETTERLING
APPEARANCE

The touch o£ loyJJ_ yi tjie Swedish drama, "Loving Couples" now
at the. , . . ( C R l y O U ^
Theatre. The Prominent film was
directed by Mai Zetterling, famed international aetrsss. MAT 2A

CAST
Agda

HARRIET ANDERSSON

Adele

GUNNEL LINDBLOM

Angela

>.,-.-

:....:•....:..:

Petra

:.

G I O PETRE

•.:.•.,:.:

. A N I T A BJORK

Dr. Jacob Lewin

.

Mrs. Lewin

...;

G U N N A R BJORNSTRAND

;

I N G A LANDGRE
..•...:.•.. J A N MALMSJO

Srellan

FRANK SUNDSTROM

Ola Landborg

EVA DAHIBECK

Mrs. Landborg

HEINZ HOPF

Bernhard Landborg
,

Thomas

Hans Sfroaf
Bengt Brtrnikog

Tord .. . .:

Toivo Pawlo

Mr. Macson
,,

Mrs. Macson

.

Margir Carlqvist

Peter . ,,:
Lilian

Jan-Erik Lindqvist
Barbro Hiort Af Ornas

:.:

Marta Dorff

Alexandra
Bess

:

Lissi Aiandh
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ParticipantsSelected Miller, Brown to Cooperate
For Summer Institute \n ] \ e w Philosophy Course
Thirty-six participants
• vThlrty-slx
participant* for
for the
tte ^ • ^ • • • J ^ T f l j
NDEA Summer Institute in English have been selected from 366
applicants, it was announced by
Institute Director James W. Gardner, Jr. In a recent letter Dr.
Donald Tuttle, director of allNDEA
Institutes in the United States,
praised the College Institute as
being "one of the most imaginative
and promising of some 400 NDEA
Institutes in ail subject areas to
be conducted this summer."
Also announced this week was
the appointment of Mrs. Lois Rodenhuis of the University of California at Berkeley as secretary
and administrative assistant for
. the 1967 Institute. Mrs. Rosenhuis, who worked for three years
at the Center for the Study of
James W. Gardner, Jr.
Higher Education at Berkeley, is
assisting Gardner in drawing up
A statistical analysis of the
plans for a year-long institute for applicants for the summer sesthe 1968-69 academic year.
sion revealed that 92 were adThe proposed institute, if funded, ministrators or teachers with adwill begin with a seven week ministrative responsibilities.
summer session, Gardner explain- There were 263 who were employed
ed. Approximately fifteen of the by public school systems, 84 by
proposed forty participants will private church-related schools,
continue part-time training during and 14 by non-church-related prithe regular academic year, he vate institutions.
Applications
said,
•
were received from residents in
Gardner pointed out that, among a total of 42 states. There were
the thirty-six participants this 139 candidates who held Bachelors
summer, there will be two state degrees, 212 Masters, and two
supervisors of English, the Chair- Ph.D's. With 189 male and 172
man of the Department of English female applicants, the ages ranged
for a l l public schools in Washing- from 20 to 67.
ton, D.C., and 20 department local
chairmen.
The Institute director praised
• the selection committee for doing
"an excellent job in providing the
. Trinity Institute with thirty-six
highly qualified and influential
teachers and administrators." The
A special reading of SAMSON
members of the selection comAGONISTES will be performed by
mittee were: Dr. J. BardMcNulty,
members of the College community
Chairman of the Department of
English; Professor of Education Sunday May 21 in the Funston
Garden. The time of the event will
Alexander A,, MacKimmle, 'Associate Professor of English Paul be announced this week.
!
Smith; Dr. Robert D. FoUlk'e,:alsp
The program, which is being
of the. English 'Department; and
produced by Associate Professor
Dr. Joan Kerelejca. He said that,
English James L . Potter, repexcluding the two state super-' of
resents
an effort to make a tra.visors,: those participating di- -, dition out
of using the Garden each
rectedwork in English for over
Spring for a dramatic reading.
20,000 students.

The Departments of Philosophy
and Physics jointly announced last
week the creation of a new interdepartmental course, Philosophy
301.
The course, entitled "The
Philosophy of Science", will be offered for the first time next semester.
Through a careful study of selected episodes in the history of
science, the course will seek to
formulate some of the basic structural and methodological features
of science, such as the nature of
explanation, laws, theories, confirmation and models. The case
histories will be chosen from
among such topics as the alternative theories of light and matter,
the concepts of space and time,
and the development of molecular
biology. Emphasis will be placed
upon periods of transition in scientific thought. The course will conclude with a brief study of the
sociology of science and the relevence of its findings to scientific
research and philosophic inquiry.
Prerequisites will be Philosophy
201 or two half-year courses in
Philosophy and at least one halfyear course in natural science. The
purpose of the course will be to
explore the sociological and philosophical aspects of science
through the study of case histories
rather than the teaching of technological aspects of the subject.

.WllHont« should
should have
have aa good
eood acacStudents
quaintance with science, but no
special scientific background will
be necessary. Although intended
for upperclassmen, the course is
not meant for majors only, but
rather will seek to attract a wide
variety of interested students.
Aimed at attaining maximum flexibility, the course will incorporate
both lectures and seminars and will
encourage a high degree of student participation.
Assistant Professor of Physics
Charles Miller and Instructor of
Philosophy W. Miller Brown, representing their respective departments, will teach the course. They
see its initiation as the beginning
of growing inter-departmental
relations. Such courses will seek

Hoytfs Talk to Illuminate
Future Big- Brother Plan

Potter to Stage Recitation
Of Greek Play at Chapel
reading will be Martin H. Williams '70, Hugh M. Elder '70,
Professor Walter Leavit, Miss
Betty Paine, John A. Weeks '68,
Chaplain Alan, Tull, and Christopher Lees "70. '
SAMSON AGONISTES is Milton's
adaptation of. the, Old Testament
story of Samson and Delilah. It
manifests the theme of God's providence by tracing Samson's spiritual regeneration. The part of
Samson is played by William and
costumer Gardner reports that the
actor has not yet consented to
having his hair shorn before the
audience.
Musical interludes for the program will be performed by a small
, ensemble composed of members
of the Concert Band. They will
perform under the direction of
Baird Hastings of the Fine Arts
Department.

The idea was first suggested last
year by Chaplain Alan C. Tull and
Mr. James W. Gardner, assistant
(Continued from Page 3)
professor of English. Associate
greatly affect the L-oiiege today,
Professor of English John Dando,
and any understanding of the pre- Mrs. Amelia Sllvestri of the News
sent situation depends upon.a thor- Bureau; and President'Albert C.
ough knowledge of the past. THE Jacobs participated in a reading
HISTORY OF TRINITY COLLEGE of T.S. Eliot's "Four Quartets"
fills this need well by document- for four voices last spring.
ing such crucial questions that
Participating in this year's
had to be ans-wered as " How sectarian should Trinity be?" "How
big should It grow?" "Should it
As soon as you get your date call the
become a university?" "Should it
be local or national?" and most
importantly, "How should it be
financed?"
About half of the book is devoted
M O T E L .
to the administrations and their
N E W I N Q T O N ,
C O N N E C T I C U T
problems, but the other half focuses on the student body. Those
Catering To The Trinity Man
who are disturbed bv the unrest
of today's youth would find these
passages quite enlightening. Not
call 666-3301
only were petitions signed and
boycotts held in the 1800's (resulting In the resignation of at
least one President), but riots
and vandalism were fairly,commonplace. Accounts are also given
of the formation and death of
countless student groups and clubs,
some so secret that no one knew
if they really existed. College
traditions are given much space,
This Weed
and though some ended because
of their danger to life and limb,
e One Day S«rvie«
one wishes that others like the
presentation of the Lemon-Squeezer could be relnstituted.
« Complete Laundry m4 Dry Cleaning Services
The photographs of the Chapel
pew ends should have been made
« Expert Tailoring
larger so that detail could be
seen, and the lengthy intra-Church
Easement Cook A
history might have been cut down
a little, but these are only minor
criticisms. Professor Weaver has
All But The Linen Service Will Be
written a complete and colorful
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00
account of a proud institution, and
at the same time, has caught the
flavor of- the times.

College History

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

It LA N K E TS

to exploit
exploit profitable
profitable overlaps
over
to
between departments.
The Philosophy of Science will
be the second course of its kind
initiated at the College. A combination Philosophy-English Course,
The Philosophy of Language, is
presently being taught by Dr. Richard Lee, assistent Professor of
Philosophy, and Dr. Robert D.
Foulke, associate professor of
english. The course has attempted
to draw together literary criticism
and the philosophy of language. The
course will also be offered next
semester with improved approaches and a new framework. More
work in this area is also anticipated. It received good student
response and has been reasonably
successful the departments report.

William C. Mason '69, campus
sponsor of the proposed Big Brother program at the Windsor
Elementary School, has announced
a lecture to be given by Mr. J.
Hoyt, the Windsor principal, at
3:15 p.m. tomorrow in the Senate
Room.
The program would aid youngsters from 8 to 11 years of age
who for various reasons lack proper male guidance. Hoyt feels that
a close relationship with a r e sponsible and concerned student
could help fill the void in their
lives and provide the guidance
these boys so badly need.

The designers of the program
believe that involvement in the program willbebenficial to the college
participant in that he will have the
opportunity to work with psychologists, social workers, teachers,
school principals, and all persons
involved with the boy. Hoyt stresses the seriousness of the students
obligation. Any irregularity in the
relationship with the child would
precipitate a retrogression in the
child's trust of his mentors, he
points out.
Mason asks that all interested
students attend the meeting on tomorrow, contact him through Box
1096,
or call at Jones Hall 309.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
[Just West of Summit St. Gate)
Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & Delivery Service
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekday* • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
249-3212

Should you drink beer
straight from the bottle?
If you're on a fishing trip or
something, carrying along a
glass is: pretty clumsy. But
when it's convenient, we think
it's a shame not to use one.
Keeping Budweiser inside the bottle or
can is missing half the fun.
Those tiny bubbles getting organized
at the top of your glass have a lot to do
with taste and aroma. Most beers have
carbonation pumped in mechanically.
Not Budweiser. We go to a barrel of
trouble and expense to let Budweiser
create its own bubbles with the natural
carbonation of Beechwood Ageing. So
you really can't blame us for wanting
you to get it at its best, can you?
Just for fun, pour your next four or
five bottles of Bud® into a glass. If you
don't agree that the extra taste, clarity
and aroma make a big difference, go
back to the bottle.
We won't, say another word.

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS . ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS
NEWARK • I OS ANGELES . T A M P A . HOUSTON
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Symposium Probes Nature of Society
by John Osier

In discussing the April 21-22
Symposium on Social Change in a
Democracy, both faculty and students questioned the use of what
they termed "sheer rhetoric" by
several oi' the speakers. At the
same time it was felt that the
program had raised pertinent
questions about the nature of our
society an-J tln> identity of man.
Dr. Richard 'IV Lee, assistant
professor of philosophy, found Ben
B, Seligman's contention that technological progress has resulted In
increased alienation to be poorly
supported and lacking in empirical constraints. Seligman's claim
that men enjoy their work less
today than at any other time in
history was criticized by Lee. The
philosophy professor maintained

that there Is no particular evidence to show that a higher percentage of workers dislike their
work now than in years past.
How could anyone tell if men
working, for example. In cottage
industry enjoyed their work, Lee
asked.
Lee pointed out that Seligman's
talk, which he termed a "loose
presentation," didn't even deal with
' e possibility that alienation was
nothing more than a recurring
feature of the human situation.
Alan H. Kramer '68 emphasized
that alienation resulting from the
divorcement of a man from the
final products of his work was not
a new concept, According to Kramer, the important feature today
is that man is being1 divorced from
even the segmental parts of hia
work. He said that this complete
divorcement made the problem too
vast to be readily understood by
those affected. The task for men
such as Seligman, he said, was to
make people aware of cybernation's effects, An understanding of the effects of technology,
Kramer held, would help alleviate them.
Seligman, as with most of the
speakers, was also criticized for
falling to provide solutions or
models. In his workshop he cited
affiliation with a movement or
organization as a means of combatting alienation. Being committed to anything, according to
the lecturer, was the best way to
come, to terms with an Increasingly impersdnalized society. Instructor of math Richard Pollack
said that this "positive thinking"
solution was no solution at all and
that it characterized Seligman as
an "industrial Norman Vincent
Peale." Lee saw Seligman's thesis
"partly as an expression of nostalgia for a bygone age, partly the
p!ea of a sensitive man for improving working conditions and
partly as an unsupported polemic
against modernity.
Lee and associate professor of
economics, Dr. Robert A. Battls,
terms "irresponsible" Seligman's
failure to mention reports demonstrating that automation did not
create unemployment. One such
report, that of the President's
Commission on Automation and
Technology, Battis pointed out,
indicates that automation actually
increases job opportunities and
that unemployment results from
a lack of aggregate demand.
Battis also disagreed with the

speaker's contention that industry had so permeated leisure time
activities that they were no longer
enjoyable. The claim, he said,
was exaggerated. Lee added that,
as with the question of man enjoying his work, that there was no
way to prove people weren't enjoying leisure activities. If you
ask a man if he enjoys his waterproof tent or the modern camping
facilities provided by state parks,
Lee said, chances are that he would
say yes.
The Symposium as a whole was
both criticized and praised for
itsrhetorical aspects. Pollack felt
that it represented "a lament that
modern industrial society gives a
person less and less control over
the forces Influencing his life," a
problem which he said was "already most obvious to everyone."

tance of alerting people to the
problem, Kramer still felt that the
rhetoric may have worked against
the speakers by clouding the underlying need to do something about
the onrush of cybernation. Seitchik added that if the program
succeeded in getting students to
discuss the problem, the rhetorical
features would be justified.
Lee believed that the program
should have dealt more thoroughly
with how to bring the economic
phenomena it described under political control. Such an approach,
he said, would have first required
a thorough discussion of the
present economic and political
systems to determine where each
of them is headed.
Battis disagreed with Seligman's
criticism of economists for abstractness and failure to deal with
human values. He and Lee pointed
out that abstractions and models
were necessary for research purposes. In research, they held, it
is necessary to work with an ideal
or model to make comparisons.
Both Lee and Battis agreed that
Seligman made a good point in
objecting to a non-historical view
of economics. Lee explained that
even when carefully isolated the
variables of an economy do not
represent the behavior of the whole
economy when combined.
In economics, the whole, he
said, is often greater than the
parts, the surplus being furnished
by the historical element. Lee
and Battis, while agreeing with
the point, both said that it reMichael G. Porlides '70expressed quired a more empirical verifithe opinion of several students in cation than Seligman gave it.
saying that the confab was clouded
Dr. Albert Rabil, assistant proby rhetoric and excessive play with fessor of religion, defended Ferry
the audience.
and Seligman for not giving soluA large group of students, on tions or suggesting models. Their
the other hand, felt that the rhetoric point was, he said, that we needed
was justified as a means of stim- model builders. They were calulating interest. George Fosque ling for imagination, said Rabil.
'68 held that many students at the He saw Ferry in particular as
College were quite uninformed and urging Intellectuals to begin facapathetic and that the program was ing up to this problem and start
keyed to reach these individuals. building models to deal with it.
Michael Seitchlk '68, Chairman of
Several students
felt
that
the Symposium Planning Com- Ferry's position on the role of the
mittee, pointed out that there is no intellectuals was inconsistent. He
Course in social change at the criticized them and the technicians •
College and that it would therefore in society for putting machines
be a mistake to treat the topic in first and people second, saying
that in the ideal society they would
too academic a manner.
Lee warned against the hasty be "brought out of their cages" only
formation of judgments about the when they were needed. Rabil innature of technology solely on the terpreted the comments as inthat Ferry felt that those
basis of the speaker's comments. dicating
who ought to be kept in cages are
He saw its positive effect as being now
leading, not as an attack on
that of arousing interest in a sub- intellectuals.
ject. Lee drew an analogy to
Assistant Professor of History,
"dessert before the meal," which
he said "often spoils theappetite." Dr. H. McKim Steele, agreed with
Fosque, voicing the sentiments the speakers in saying that toof a large group of faculty and. day's politicians are too often
students, said it would be good if taken with specific issues and
future symposiums were more fail to deal with problems in depth.

academically oriented. Kramer
held that the first step toward controlling cybernation was to make
people aware of its dangerous
effects. Kramer, in asserting Importance of educating people to the
dangers, admitted that he couln't
conceive of all 120 million American voters being adequately informed. He pointed, however, to
Alinsky's statement that it took
only a small percentage of a country's people to start a large movement. Acknowledging the impor-

was dealt with by New York SNCC C. Tull took Breeden's position that
representative Ivanhoe Donaldson. human rights were inherent in
The question as he phrased it being human.
was, "How do you tell a guy who
Barrante pointed out what he beis interested only in a hamburger lieved to be an inconsistancy in
that an abstraction stands between Breeden's definition of human
him and that hamburger?" ' He rights. Breecien defined them both
referred to the dilemma that Ne- as being inherent in being human
groes were faced with when trying and as constantly changing. Acto enter a restaurant, the ab- cording to Barrante, what is instraction being the need to take herent in being human does not
political action. Michael A. Wil- change and Breeden would have
liams '68 felt that the best tech- better said that political rights
nique was to present issues dra- •were always changing He agreed
matically. He said that persuasive however that inalienable rights do
techniques were not harmful as come from a source higher than
long as they remained only a man and cannot be abridged.
means to an end.
Tull said that the fact that
Referring to the dangers of cy- there was a need for discussion
bernation, Jonathan G. Granoff '70 of whether or not human rights
emphasized Carl Ogiesbys claim were inherent pointed up a prothat making people aware of such blem1 in our society that there
issues was not the central govern- seems to be "no way of talking
ment.
Independent
research about who man is." He noted that
groups, professional organiza- the only 1argument used against van
tions, and universities should bear den Haag was a REDUCTO ADABthe primary burden, according to SURDUM. The failure of our culGranoff.
ture, represented by the argument
Granoff also cited Donaldson's according to Tull, is that there Is
assertion that local governments no "common understanding of man
and school boards should have that enables us to speak of human
more of a say in decision making. rights except In protest of abridgeA basic tenet of the new left, ment of those rights."
he explained, was that those personally, involved should, make the
Steele referred to Claude
d e c i s i o n s . '
•""'•'•'' "• " " " • ' ' • ' •"
••„••
-•
Browns' statement tnaethe'btiUrttf*
Robert A. Washington'69 pointed the Negro community, although
to Ernest van den. Haag's claim conscious of Its second class citithat welfare actually paid people zenship, does not experience the
not to work as another example of identity crisis. Brown said that
the ineffectiveness of centralized among Negroes it is only college
students and intellectuals who are
government.
Fosque defended Alinsky against concerned about their identity, and
charges of anti-intellectualism he implied that this concern was an
saying that he was concerned with outgrowth of the intellectual life.
short-range
goals.
Williams Steele felt It was a question worth
agreed that Alinsky should . be examining.
"lauded for what . he does"- but
questioned his policy of abandoning
Williams disagreed with Brown
a community after it is organized. and said that the black power conRabil pointed to the fact that Alin- cept has given the Negro a sense
sky,is now engaged in organizing of Identity. He emphasized that,
the Chicago community against the even if many Negroes were not now
Back of the Yards, an organiza- concerned with the problem, they
tion which he started several years would be faced with it once they esago. According to Rabil, the Back caped from ghetto life.
of the Yards has become InstituSeveral faculty found the Symtionally hardened and now represents an " in group" trying to pre- posium to reveal a great deal about
the underlying philosophy of the
"New Left." Tull observed of this
new liberal element: "If you.
scraped away a lot of the vitriolic rhetoric of the left, they
would be making positive claims
for human rights and human
society." He added that they were
not " able to provide an underlying structure of ideas and convictions by which they can meet
the cynicism of someone like van
den Haag."
Steele also felt that he had
learned more about SNCC than
would have been possible from
the dally press. Tull saw a "nonpragmatic insistence upon certain
qualities in human life" as basic
to the "New Left" argument.
Students and faculty disagreed on
the extent to which the symposium
He said they were characterized vent others from obtaining what succeeded in drawing a connection
by an "unwillingness to speculate it has. Fosque admitted that the between the problems of human
boldly about some of the larger situation could have arisen as a rights--civil rights--and cybernaresult of Alinsky's not havinglong- tion. Faculty seemed to feel that
implications,"
the connection was lost in the vaSteele also criticized the Sym- range goals.
Van den Haag's contention that riety of viewpoints represented and
posium' for failing to recognize
the larger more crucial relation- human rights, and all rights, were the dialogue with the audience. Batships of these problems to the rest socially -given drew varied re- tis pointed out that the degree to
Of the world. He felt that both sponses from faculty and students. which the two were linked would
Ferry and Seligman were limited Washington agreed that, as it now depend on whether the students
by "tinkering with national politi- stands, human rights had to be began discussing them as intergranted by society but added that related. Lee felt that the few ties
cal structure."
existed, were propaganda
The problem of educating people it was this, feature of society that which
to the dangers ol social phenomena had to be changed. Chaplain Alan ties, not well argued connections.
:
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EDITORIAL SECTION

LETTERS to the editor
Vietnam's people and villages, can
that victory do anyone, including
the United States, any good?

1

'Tutelage
To the Editor:

At d LOSS
We are proud and pleased to learn of Dr. Vogel's appointment
to the presidency of Bradford Junior College. Yet equally, we
regret his loss to Trinity.
As illustrated by his accomplishments during his 20 years at
the College, Dr. Vogel has generously contributed his academic
and administrative talents with much success. His accomplishments cannot measure, however, his personal contribution in his
willingness to talk with students on any subject, at any hour,
and for any length of time.
We commend his wise and generous administration at Trinity
and are confident that he will bring distinction to the office of
president at Bradford.

Scrimping
Fresh from the ordeal of submitting our annual speculation of
operating costs for the coming academic year and still uncertain
of our fate, we advocate an investigation and reform of the present budgeting methods.We feel that an examination of funding
methods is needed both in the Senate and in the Treasurer's
Office.
For the past several weeks the Senate 3udget Committee has
made an exhausting but frustrating attempt to distribute a total
of $30,000 to approximately 30 organizations requesting more
than $40,000.. The effort to fund the organizations, which thrive
or die on their appropriation, was basically well-executed. We
suggest, however, one' policy change. With the number of organizations requesting funds increasing, with costs yearly growing,
and with the available pool of Senate funds not increasing proportionally, the Senate should establish a, priority system—a
value judgment of an individual organization's contribution to
campus life.
We feel that the student newspaper and the radio station are
among the organizations which need priority consideration to
provide better and more extensive service to the entire college
community. The scope and regularity of these services, which
•extend1 olitsi&e' the'college community, could be severely limited
..by an .inadequate budget allotment,-especially in view of rising
costs. We a s k ' t h a t priority organizations be guaranteed their
minimal budget requirement from the available pool before other
organizations are funded. Should the Senate determine, after an
examination of its budgeting techniques, that it is unable to
support priority system and still adequately finance other college organizations, we suggest that the college partially fund
priority organizations since these organizations service the
entire campus and often alumni and friends of the college.
Additionally, we ask that the Treasurer's Office present a
break-down of the allocation of funds from each student's annual
$150 General Fee. Each year students.pay a total of about $165,000 to the College for the partial financing of student center
operations, insurance, laboratory fees, admission to athletic
contests, and student organizations and publications. Perhaps
an examination of the distribution of the General Fee would
lead to a fund allocation which better coincided with, the priorities of students.

Covenant with Whom?
(.Last

week Dr. Rabii in his Religion 235 course introduced the
"covenant" concept of instruction.: The intent, of course, is
commendable but the effect in practice and in its implications,
we feel, signals a negative and regimented approach to the learning process.
/•••:• Two factors particularly are distressing about Dr. Rabil's
•"covenant," First, the requirements of the covenant are so
stringent as to be unreasonable, even for the best intentioned
student, and particularly at the 200 course level. Second, the
idea of a strictly regimented course, while insuring attendance
and conscientious preparation, poses the danger of instilling
a negative intellectual spirit by its total requiredness.
Dr. Rabil's intent, we speculate, is to conduct the bestand
most intense course possible. We suggest, however, that even
if the members of the course, are capable of fulfulling the "covenant," a mature attitude toward course work will not have
been fostered by his method but merely heavy-handedly enforced.
. We feel that the ideal of the College community is to foster
serious intellectual commitment in the mature atmosphere of
freedom of the individual to self-determine the degree and manner
of his commitment. In Dr. Rabil's classroom the student is left
no opportunity to determine and interpret his commitment. We believe that the requirements which Dr. Rabil stipulates are not
only unreasonable but contrary to the spirit of mature and responsible intellectual development..
.
Failure to accept his "covenant" renders his course work
unavailable and failure to execute his five requirements flawlessly results in a drop-pass. We believe that Dr. Rabil could
achieve his goal of a disciplined intellectual life by means other
than, the simulation of a military academy regimen in the classroom.

Morton E. Salomon '67

In reply to Dr. Jacobs' open
letter of "counsel" to the students:
I, for one, am not going to give
up my weekends on Dr. Jacobs'
say so. If there were anything
really worthwhile to keep me at
Trinity on weekends, then I would
not be so eager to leave. I'm at
college for an education, not for
tutelage.
I was under the impression that
it was the high mission of the
college to promote my intellectual, physical, moral, and spiritual development so that I might
become an intelligent, self-reliant,
upright, and enlightened citizen
and leader .whose personal life is
happy, fruitful, and meaningful.
Is the college going to train me
to be qualified effectively to meet
the complex problems of the exciting world in which I live by
forcing me to grind out studies
seven days a week? Is this a
Trinity Education?
Were I an administrator, I would
consider very carefully the wisdom of assuming the role of a
paterfamilias; I would not try to
steamroll through the faculty a
calendar change without any prior
consultation with the students; and
finally, I would not try to promote
student responsibility through ineffectual babbling which assumes
that students are unable to think
and act for themselves.
James Clair '69
N.J. Makransky '68

'Any Good?'
TQ the Edltdrr

'

' '

to discuss some of their problems." End ,of issue. But instead
a group of Negroes have finally
gotten together to discuss some of
THEIR problems and everyone is
hung up, and needlessly so.

"Kosher3

On this campus there is a foreign students' association, a Newman Club, a Hillel Club etc. and
no one in his right mind accuses
To the Editor:
them of attempting to segregate
This ' is to notify the college themselves from the rest of the
community of the formation of a campus. Why is any such group
new organization to act as the originally formed? Every minority
bargaining agent for the oppress- group has certain problems indied ghetto community at Trinity: genous to itself that are best
the Kommittee to Improve Kosher solved within a group structure.
Education. The following are our Further there are certain joys
and benefits that an individual
present goals;
derives from membership in a
1. To convert the Cave into a group of his own kind.
delicatessen.
2. To introduce Yiddish into the
. Each of the afore-mentioned
curriculum.
groups has many members, and its
3. To take over the bookstore and members are well entrenched in
Trinity life. The Negro student
double prices.
4. To replace freshman beanies has special problems on any white
campus, and especially here at
with yarmulkas.
5. To gain equal representation Trinity, long noted for its high
in all spheres of Trinity life, number of"Negroes on campus.
including erecting a statue of David We see T.A.N. as an attempt to
Ben Gurion next to that of Bishop help the individual Negro meet
Brownell. (If TAN objects, we will some of these problems, not as
settle for Sammy Davis, Jr.). an attempt to self-impose either
6. To change the song, "The Col- a group identity or segregation,
lege On The Hill" to "The College two evils that the Negro now struggles desperately to overcome. T.
On The Hillel."
A.N., according to its own definition, is attempting to root Negro
We plan to submit our consti- students
identity in their own hertution to the Senate as soon as it itage, not
in a displaced white
is revealed to us (on top of Avon heritage, where
it does not beMountain).
long. This is not to say that a
segregated society is the aim;
M.J. Makransky '68 rather a well defined self-image
Alan S. Weinstein '67 is crucial to life in an integrated
Richard F. Kernper '67 society. You cannot function in soDavid L. Keller '67 ciety if you don't know who you
Alan Mendelson '69
Michael A. Weinberg '67
• a

'

. I recognize '— as I am sure he
intended me to -- that Mr. Wallace, '70, knows a great deal
about the technical details of modern warfare. However, his knowledge of political realities is less
impressive, I would like to ask
him one question. If military victory in Vietnam requires the destruction of a large proportion of

1

'Hung Up
To the Editor;

If an assortment of Hindus formed an association, everyone would
be mildly pleased and say, "How
nice;' Those mild-mannered Indians have finally gotten together

r

e
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.: And what about white, students'
relationships to T.A.N.? The white
student should recognize the Negro's heritage, his image of society, his problems, and above
all, his individuality. T.A.N. will
help the white student in becoming
aware of these crucial factors.
By developing each into a fully
human individual, T.A.N. will help
(Continued on Page 7)

Stinking Student Government
(Editor's Note— We take strong
exception to Mr. Hill's viewpoint, but respect his right to
express divergence .with the
present
student governmental structures.)
by C.P.L. Hiil
The existence of Trinity present student governmental system
needs to be condemned. If this
system is viewed with even a
semblance of Intelligent reason, I
would suggest that no justification,
no rational raison d'etre, and no
acceptable excuse will be found to
justify the past and present activities of the members of the
Medusa and Senate. In fact, these
organizations are absolutely and
undeniably worthless.
Filled with imbeciles, mental
cretins, and the warmed-up leftovers from high school student
councils and prep school prefectures, Trinity's student government is composed of egomaniacal
boors whose actions are totally
void of value to any but themselves.
Indeed, the Medusa is an absurd
organization from the conception
of its . name to the principles of
its function. Having little to do
with Greek mythology, and only
with jellyfish in afigurative sense,
this supposedly austere camarilla
perpetrates the most ridiculous
image conceivable.
There is no one in the present
.senior class, or in the junior class

for that matter, whodeservestobe
placed on a pedestal of greater
righteousness than their fellow
collegians. It is more than annoying to consider the implications of
the Medusa's position. From the
hypocrisy of the College's stand
on alcohol to its stand on beforeand-after hours copulation, the
Medusa typifies the worst in pretentious paternalism.
The Kangaroo Courts of the
Medusa would be hysterically funny if their decisions regarding student discipline didn't have such
undue influence upon the apex of
the College's Great Chain of Being,
Their judiciary abilities are
falsely assumed, and their characters do not support their position as the safeguarders of Trinity
morality and as the protectors of
the ethical standards arbitrated
by the administration.
Let us haul this 19th century
anachronism down from its e x - .
alted plane and stop pretending
that any seven given seniors are
divinely endowed with the propensity to uphold the laws of the
state and the regulations of the
College. They are pretentiously
prating prigs whose unjustifiable
position at Trinity makes a mockery of the idea of college as an intellectual maturing ground.

have been accomplished better
without the poppycock pompousities of parliamentary procedure. Because it is an obsolete
organization, it would be good to
disband the Senate, and replace
the nothingness it represents with
a regularly-held assembly open
to all Trinity undergraduates. This
assembly, in the rejuvenated style
of a hallowed New England town
meeting, would provide those interested in student governmental
deliberation a forum in which to
air their views. Also, it would
enable all other active students
an opportunity to participate in
the decisions concerning their own
welfare, without having to overcome the obstacle of an annual popularity contest. Take the Senate
away from the idiots who proliferate it now, and give these
other people an organization for
college improvement that is free
from the fetters of soporific senatorial sententiousness.

I also recommend the abolishment of the office of class "president." Insofar as this official's
greatest moral decision is whether
to ask Smokey the Bear and the
Pyromaniacs or the Bossa Nova
Boojums for some sort of pedestrian promenade, his existence is
a blight and sacrilegious scourge
to his classmates. Electing a social
As for the Senate, it is an i n - committee would be a better alstitutional buffoonery; its defects ternative to the personality poll
and lack of, worth are apparent to charade which presently pollutes
even the most stupid student. Noth- the foyer of Mather Hall once a
ing that it has done could not year.

)
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each Negro merge Into Trinity society and thus the white student
will have a friend, not a stereotype, to Interact with.
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TAN MEMBER ANSWERS QUERIES;
CLARIFIES ASSOCIATION'S AIMS
The questions raised by Mr.
Barrante and the TRIPOD editorial with reference to T.A.N,
also express the concern of the
members of the association. "Segregation" Is a possibility only If,
a) as the editor suggests T.A.N.
"exploits itself as a political lever"; In effect if T.A.N. refuses
dialogue with the college community, or b) if T.A.N. is compelled
to isolate because others refuse
to understand, cooperate w.ith,
question and criticize what T.A.N.
Is doing.
With the former In mind, I
would like to re-emphasize the
fact that T.A.N. has as explicitly as possible Invited the college
to participate in an open dialogue
on any level. There are no programs on the T.A.N. agenda which
are exclusive. In fact, a number
of white students are already Involved in T.A.N., projects and
members of T.A.N. have joined in
the activities of other students.
I would vehemently disagree with
the Idea expressed by the writers
of "Segregation" that the college
should AVOID dealing with Negroes as a group. It is because
of this AVOIDANCE that there
are problems germane to Negro
people. When there are no Negro girls at a freshman mixer
then there exists a problem shared
by all of the Negro freshman; a
problem that is not the result of
the individual's personality but
the fact that he is a member of
a group. When the other girls refuse to dance with the Negro student is it the college's duty to
find a "mixer mate" for the individual student or should the college Invite schools which Negro
girls attend? Solving the individual's problem does not help the
Movement (as has been proven by
the middle class Negro.)

black people in this country, on
For the reasons I have explain- T.A.N. has served a good purpose
this campus, is giving silent ap- ed I hope the four "Segregation" in getting them to express an
proval to T.A.N.'s opposition, and writers will understand why it is opinion that they hadn't previousIn effect, makes one the opposi- impossible for them to be mem- ly or at least not publicly. I hope
So be damned thankful that T.
tion. To include the opposition in bers of T.A.-N. For the four to that this interchange of ideas will
A.N. has been conceived. Trinity
bur membership would be foolish. Imply that because they can not continue. True Interest does not
will be a better place for it, and
At Mount Holyoke, white students be members they can not " ex- die. Since It is impossible to put
you will be a better man for It.
were allowed to join the Afro- change ideas in a meaningful dia- all of T.A.N.'s ideas in a letter,
American Association, Many were logue, help organize and LEARN" I hope that the four as well as
Joseph E. McKelgue '68
opposed to the organization or did really makes me doubt their mo- the remainder of the campus will
Michael Mermey '67
not understand its orientation. The tives. The negative rather posientire direction of the organiza- tive stand they have taken is un- constantly be involved in dialogue
tion was changed, spoiled; and fortunate, however, I firmly be- and the activities of T.A.N.
many of the soul sisters felt forced lieve that any stand is .better
Until there is exposure, which
to withdraw from the association. than none! It is interesting that results in the creation of dialogue,
They were outvoted.
numerous students, Including Mr. leading to mutual participation In
Lucas and Mr. Barrante, have ap- activities, and as a result, a comThe four writers of "SegregaTo the Editor;
proached members of T.A.N, to plete understanding, there will be
tion" ask how to "acknowledge"
acquire a better understanding, a need for T.A.N. When this has
the
black
student.
It
has
been
Very little is shocking about a
a very pleasant revelation for me yet the "Segregation" writers have been accomplished avoidance will
bad press. Given the tendency
to
find that the average Trinity not. I can't help but feel that have become awareness.
among the Tripod's reviewers to
student
is not prejudiced but apequate criticism with derrogatlon,
prehensive. A great deal of his
nothing but an unfavorable review
apprehension is due to a lack of
could be expected. What Is shockcontact, because the Trinity stuing about the review of COLLAGE
dent has not interacted with black
is not Its general negativism, but
people, he is wary of how to apthat, as criticism, it Is simply
proach them and wonders if he
abysmal.
should approach -them.. The reWesleyan last week announced versity
"unequivocally disapverse is also true. A number of
We are told that we have not
black students (before the exis- its new policy on the use and dis- proves" of illegal possession and/
"met squarely/the responsibility
tence of T.A.N.) would have been tribution of hallucinogenic and nar- or professionally unsuperviseduse
of editing a creative magazine."
very uptight If approached , as a cotic drugs on campus. Days ear- of drugs.
Deciphering the muddled sentence
The president and Stanley J.
black person. T.A.N. feels that lier the Wesleyan ARGUS reportstructure,
our
responsibility
there Is need for neither the black ed that the college had expelled Idzerda, dean of the College, both
seems to have been "to present
nor white student to feel this way. a student, the third of this aca- termed the Wesleyan drug problem
student work." Where did we go
I no longer want you to avoid my demic year, for the use of drugs. severe. They recommended that
wrong? Perhaps we should have
The Wesleyan statement on the college educate: the Wesleyan
color because I am black and proud
presented the student work in a
of it. Maybe T.A.N., in it's self drugs threatened possible "separ- student body concerning the varsquare
magazine? The answer
for students ious drugs and the consequences
definition chose the wrong words. ation from the school"
•comes at the end of the article,
A better word might be exposure. found to be providing1 drugs tooth- of their use. "We will also supwhere "creative" has been exT.A.N. desires to expose itself, ers, and indicated the administra- port the studies of the studentchanged for "creative writing":
i.e. expose black people, expose tion's strong disapproval of the faculty committee on Drugs and
black feeling, black art, black use or possession of drugs. Wes- encourage a continuing discus"...one wonders whether it would
history, black problems and black leyan President Butterfield, in a sion on the relationship of drug
not be more valuable for the camfuture. In response we hope that letter to the entire college, wrote use of private rights and responpus to have more creative writing
sibilities and its potential impact
the college community will 1.) if
and a colorless cover," COLthey misunderstand question as the that "we consider it an especially upon the community."
LAGE, It seems, is no longer a
.serious
offense
for
any
member
writers of "Segregation" have
magazine of the arts, but must
The Wesleyan statement was
done, but 2.) do not reject as they of the Wesleyan community ille- issued after months of study and
confine itself to writing.
have chosen to do. T.A.N. desires gally to sell, provide, share or talks by the College Body Commita meaningful dialogue; by exposing distribute drugs. Any such of- tee, the joint student-faculty ,cc
This objection also takes the
fense will beviiajidled by the, rele T ..,
There is a difference in treating
form»*Hr^heisnft*ga*2rl'rt»!'*»'belftg too Negroes as individuals and ignor- ourselves to be picked, padded,
vaht student and faculty commitprodded
and
pleased
by
the
colCommittee of the Faculty. The
. and we are told not to ing their blackness. The latter is
lege, How can non-black people tees and the administration and statement was rewritten several may result In separation from the
what T.A.N. is trying to stop. expose themselves as black?
(Continued on Page 10)
University for the offender." But- times before its final approval.
Avoiding the fact that there are
terfield also noted that the Unl- Earlier drafts contained a clause
which threatened separation from
the college of any student found
to possess or use drugs.
An ARGUS editorial supported
the new drug policy on the grounds
that It is necessary to protect the
community welfare, particularly
by Alan S. Wi nter
of'people, he is merely spouting in discouraging violations and convictions at the state level where
off ideology.
What is especially difficult to
penalties are more stringent.
To the New Left, an abstract,
discover is a New Left Philosonebulous "society" is responsible "With its emphasis on controlling
phy. Within the "movement" are
and limiting drug use, the Unifor what foolish or ignorant men
quite a number of independent
versity is attempting to avoid a
do,
Students
are
urged
to
go
out
with
other
new
leftists
is
their
organizations founded at differby William T . Barrante
potentially
explosive situation,"
and
"love,"
a
term
which
has
beent times for various reasons. To basic gripe with present conditions
come sterile. We must work for the editorial noted.
group together under one label all in society. Utopia for them, how-,
The Students for a Democratic an abstract "humanity," a term
The expulsion of the Wesleyan
the interests, the motivations, the ever, is LSD, pot, bananas, not
Society,
the most articulate of which globs all persons into one student came after his involvesocial
reform.
Anti-socialism
Is
tactics, and the backgrounds of the
mass, and reduces people to facemembers of such organizations and their realization of true individual- the "New Left" groups, recently less ciphers. The New Left tends ment in several drug incidents.
to the ARGUS, college
at the same time to seek a Phil- ism. Unfortunately, this group is held a forum at which they tried to define what they are after in According
officials had earlier requested that
osophy of New Left (or as some often pictured as the "new gener- to sell their product to the Class terms of "human rights," which the student be sent home for medof 1970. Among their speakers
would have it, a Philosophy of ation".
no government may violate. Un- ical reasons. Upon parental reTo the older generation, the new was Professor James Gardner, fortunately, the government does quest he had been allowed condiAnti-Law) is to miss the signiwho
described
the
major
fault
of
ficance of the movement. If any leftists appear naive. If the imnot need the RIGHT to tyrannize tionally to stay out this academic
thing can be said at this point, perfectibility of man is fact rath- the New Left; their apparent in- when it has the POWER to do so. year. April 26, however, the stuit is that the New Left Is anti- er, than fiction, then the new left ability to distinguish the normaThe: New Left in general, and dent was again implicated in a
organization; it is without ideol- movement is misdirected, naive tive ("should") from the empirical
("is"),
whence
derives
their
penthe
SDS in particular, are not violation in the use of drugs when
and futile. New Left implies a
ogy.
chant
for
disregarding
the
real
radicals,
if "radical" means wav- he was found in bed with a female
Yet the movement is not with- New Humanism, for man is seen
ing in a New Order. With the ex- guest who suffered unfavorable reout aims. The Students for a Dem- as the center of the mechanized world in favor of the Ideal.
Mr. Nick Egleson, the national ception of Ideologues like Mr., actions from the use of drugs.
ocratic Society gives as its cri- world. Often the new leftists can
president
of SDS, says that Am- Egleson, the New Left is really The student and his female guest
teria for a better society in the be heard speaking about the 'deerica
"teaches
people to distrust Neo-Romantic, and, because of its were found in bed by the girl's
Port Huron Statement; "the es- personalized' society. According
themselves,"
and
that it is only naivete, about as effective as Wil- parents.
tablishment of a democracy of in- to the Port Huron Statement man
right
to
remedy
this.
What, Mr. liam Jennings Bryan was in 1896.
dividual participation, governed by is "infinitely precious and possesEgleson
fails
to
note
is
that, in They are actually reacting against
two central aims; that the indi- sed of unfulfilled capacities for
spite
of
his
ideology,
man
Is not their Old Left fathers, who helped
vidual share in those social de- reason, freedom, and love."
basically
good
(Original
Sin),
and create the Leviathan they deplore.
cisions determining the quality
Critics of the New Left acBasically
existential, the New
and direction of his life; that so- cuse the movement of displaying that it is only human to distrust, Leftists feel that it is beneath
SYMPO '68 will hold its
as
it
is
to
hate,
lie,
and
murder.
ciety be organized to encourage misdirected aggressiveness. Befirst organizational meeting
. their dignity to compromise.
Only
human
beings
are'capable
of
Independence in men and provide cause many of the organizations
Thursday at 4 p.m. In Alumni
Fortunately, though, there are
the media for their common par- of the New Left are loose in committing immoral acts. Man is rational and sensible people on
Lounge, according to Michael
a
combination
of
good
and
evil,
ticipation." The statement goes on structure and do not concentrate
P. Seltchik '68, former chairthe New Left who have the opand
unfortunately
the
evil
tends
to list specific objectives. Acti- on one facet of the impure society,
man of the Sympo '67 planning
portunity
to
"unmisdlrect"
the
vities of the SDS have included such accusations hold ground. to dominate,
committee. Seltchik emphamovement,
among them Prof.
Men,
however,
can
purge
themprojects in low-incomed areas, Were the New Left, however, to
sized that planning for next
Gardner and Mr, Carl Oglesby,
year's Symposium must bereform movements on academic become highly organized around a selves oi evil by-putting "checks former SDS national president. The
and
balances"
upon
themselves
gin immediately. Students Incampuses, protest actions against central issue, the seeds of self
New Left should place personal
through
institutions
such
as
the
terested in working on Sympo
our foreign and'domestic policies. destruction would be planted. If
freedom,
before
a
theoretical
dem'Church, family, associations, and,
'68 should attend* the ThursAlso considered new radicals the movement is no more than a wejre necessary, government. Thus ocracy, and economic freedom beday meeting or contact Marare those individuals of the "hip- passing fade, hopefully much of when Mr. James Kaplan, form- fore an abstract "equality" or
tin Williams or Larry Whipple
pie-scene". Instead of active par- its gospel of love, self-examina- er Trinity SDS president, blames " social justice." A truly free marof the Senate Lecture Comticipation in worldly affairs, many tion, and human improvement will alienation on Institutions rather ket is the best way to "let the
mittee.
, •:•
as
sustaining human
people
decide."
often "tune in, turn on, and drop- remain
than on the inherent weaknesses
out." What they have in common values.

"A hysmal"

Wesley an Policy Shows
Disapproval of Drug Use

LOOKING FOR THE 'NEW LEFT
Views Left and Right

SYMPO '68
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Sartre View
Of Prose
Interpreted

Students Required to Sign
'Covenant' in Rabil Course

Students attempting to gain admittance Friday to Dr. Albert Rabil's course, "Religion and Social
Change," found it necessary to
"For Sartre, language is prop- sign what the assistant professor
erly a medium of communication; of religion termed a "covenant."
poets are people who refuse
to Part of the covenant's effect is to
use language," according1 to Phil- require a student to drop the
osophy Club lecturer, Professor course at any time he fails to preM. Stassen of Wesleyan Univer- pare an assignment on time or
sity. Stassen addressed the topic cuts a class.
"Philosophy and Literature" in a
The covenant states that "No
Monday afternoon talk in Alumni
one should consider this course
Lounge.
who does not take himself seriously as a student and who is not
Stassen explained that, accordwilling to accept a disciplined;
ing to Sartre, language exists as
approach to the intellectual life."
both communication and expres"Many factors will be considsion, implying a rigorous distincered," according to the document,
tion between prose and poetry.
"to determine whether particular
Prose writers use words as signs,
students are chosen to particiwhereas poets use them as obpate in the course." "But the
jects, he said. For Sartre, the most Important criterion will be
only literature and thus the only the student's willingness to agree
true art of language is prose.
According to Stassen, the strength
of Sartre's literary theory, as expressed. In BEING AND NOTHINGNESS and WHAT IS LITERATURE?, is that it defines language for the prose writer as a system of words to be used. For Sartre
words are to be used in communication, to deal in questions of
faith; hence prose is a commitment by the writer which demands
a commitment from the reader.
As he saw it, real poetry, such
as the works of Rimbaud and
Maliarme,
is
communication
only accidently, while prose Is
communication essentially, and
thus the superior use of language.

to" certain "stipulations."
The first four "stipulations"
mentioned are "1) attendance at
EVERY class session; 2) COMPLETION of the assigned reading
for every class session; 3) willingness to enter into DISCUSSION
in every class; 4) completion of
all assignments ON TIME."
The fifth requirement reads:
"agreement to drop the course at
any point during the semester
that you are unable to fulfill all
of lhese requirements; and agreement to tell the professor when
this occurs and the reasons for
its occurring (so far as you can
distill them)."
Rabil emphasized in the statement that "these conditions are
no different from what every professor expects when a student
enters his classroom." He said
however that in most classes ques-

tions about them frequently arise.
According to the covenant, "No
such'questions will be entertained
in this course."
Elaborating on the fifth stipulation, the statement read "any1
student who fails to fulfill all the
stated requirements throughout the
course will be expected to withdraw himself and accept a grade
of drop-pass."
Rabil explained that his primary
intention is to develop a "community of an intellectual elite"
into a discussion group in which
"continuity" is maintained at all
times. He claimed that the "importance of discipline must be
maintained" as it is "not enough
to depend on natural enthusiasm,"
The religion professor added
that there might be circumstances
in which it would be possible to
waive the rules. He said that he

Dr. Albert Rabil
would be willing to discuss the
rules of procedure in class in the
fall, but not until the covenants
were signed.

Summervacationitis.

From this Stassen concluded that
Sartre was essentially a moralist.
Sartre's statement, "To be is to
be for others," he said, implied
that a work of art is created'by
the writer and the reader, by
the interplay of their freedoms.
He sees Sartre's definition of good
art as being that which appeals to
the reader's freedom and demands
a commitment.

(How to spot and get rid of)

Pallid peepers.

Fluorescent fade-out.
That's from being cooped up all winter
What you need for that sallow pallor
is some sunshine Vitamin D. There's a •>'
whole lot of if available at" Sunset
Beach in Acapulco.

There's no sparkle in those baby-blue
eyes. It's been knocked out by all those
exams. Get that vitality back. See what
good is still left in the world. Go to
Expo 67, Montreal.

Lip lingo.
They're letters from good buddies
away for the summer. The best
way to avoid them is not to be •
there when they arrive. Be in
Puerto Rico instead.

P. D. M.
GRINDER &VPIZZA SHOP
"The .brand new pizza'
ihop at the corner of
New Britain and Broad"
FEATURING:
Home style Italian Piiza
(Made thick or thin to order)
Special JUMBO Grinders

The good books.
They have the possibility of being
good symptoms. That's if you
seek summer scholastics. Say in
Mexico City, Or Acapulco.

Racquet squad.
That's the tennis team in your
neighborhood during the summer.
You'd find snorkeling or scuba diving
in the Bahamas would make playing
tennis seem like last summer's
bad sport.

527-9088
Delivery Service

College fatigues.
That's the uniform you wore all semester.
Get rid of those o.d.'s (olive drabs).
Break out the white levis. And throw on
a colorful Mexican serape.

tuition
worries?
End them all
by selling Ice
Cream this summer from a
profit-proven mobile ice
cream truck. You're on your
own with a complete rooneymaking program.

For further information or a ' d e s cript ire hrofhurc, call or write

MANLEY

COLONIAL

A.Subsidiary of H. P. Hood & Sons
•1Q2' Rutherford Avr.. (rear)
Bos(on. Muss. 0 2 U 9
lei:
242-5100

,

BLTDown.
That's all you've^known summer
after summer. A change of palate
would do you good. In Bermuda a
few savory morsels of Hopping John
with a sauce of Paw-Paw Montespan
usually does the trick.

We want everyone to fly
Note: If symptoms get worse, see your travel agent or call Eastern.
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Vietnam - National Interest
by Jeff Wi Ikinson and
Barry Scatton

aggression in Tibet, Korea (by
sanctioned proxy) and India all
reflect the expansionist potential
In general terms our national of the Chinese. But it should be
interest Is determined by corre- noted that they have never inlating and deciding the influence itiated direct agressive moves
of all factors (generally military, against the United States military
economic, political, and psycho- anywhere In Asia previously eslogical) In relation to the long run tablished as "vital" to our nationinternational position of the United al interest. Present troubles withStates. Beyond our own interest in in China may have some unforethese factors, they must be dis- seeable influence, but it seems
cussed primarily relative to the that the Chinese do not seek in
Soviet Union (through the world) any way a direct confrontation with
and increasingly to China (in Asia). the United States. Thus the mainWith the exception of Indonesia, tenance of United States presence
Southeast Asia (Cambodia, Burma, in Southeast Asia has been and will
Thailand, Laos, both Vietnams, continue to be a predominant facMalaysia, and Indonesia) ranks tor in any Chinese calculations
relatively low in relation to our aimed at direct expansion of their
national interest. The four keys to position in Southeast Asia.
the future of these countries are
the Soviet Union, China, the United
Thus, we feel a "retrenchment"
States, and Indonesia. For Russia, policy (most likely a maintenance
the strategic, economic, and po- of our position in Thailand) would
litical values of Southeast Asia go far to: 1) bring the cost of our
(excluding Indonesia) are almost Southeast Asian policy in line with
as minimal as for us. They have its relative importance; 2) mainno desire to divert resources and tain United States presence, thus
time to Southeast Asia except to creating a perhaps decisive factor
the extent that such involvement in deterring overt Chinese ex-

icy of retrenchment. There are
no historical precedents of either
Soviet or Red Chinese agreement
to either a national or regional
"no-man's land" or the division of
a region into spheres of Influence.
Their ideological framework has
discounted such compromise with
the capitalist world on many occasions in the past. It would thus
seem that continued United States
presence in Southeast Asia is required if we wish to maintain something approaching the present balance in the area.
South Vietnam is not the strategic "key" to Southeast Asia. The
present psychological commitment
Is the only factor which could work
to make South Vietnam this "key"
to Communist expansion. The need
for the realignment of Southeast
Asian policy combined with the
detrimental psychological and political effects that such a realignment will cause presents a major
problem in tactics and procedure.
The strategic effects of a retrenchment policy will most likely create
temporary doubts in the minds of
and policies of other Southeast
Asian nations and our allies in the
South Pacific region (the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand).
Their belief In our continued interest in maintaining our position
in Southeast Asia will be temporarily shaken,
For these reasons any dis-engagement from Vietnam should be
aimed at saving as much prestige
as possible and giving us some time
to stabilize our altered position in
Southeast Asia. However, on
balance, the disproportionate cost
of our present commitment far
outweighs the possible detrimental
psychological effects of dls-engagement fr.om Vietnam. The emphasis should thus be on achieving
a dis-engagement.

The possibility of a series of
Communist-inspired and guided
" national liberation" movements In
* 5 * R 0 Y PINGLE 7 0 and David Nichols 7 0 fill out their TRIPOD
the other countries of mainland
Vietnam questionnaires, Thursday. All student questionnaires
Southeast Asia resulting from the
must be returned by midnight tonight. Results w i l l be publishproposed retrenchment policy has
ed in next week's issue.
not been discussed. It seems to
causes the United States to com- pansion or overt Chinese expan- us that as long as the United
mit disproportionately larger slon-by-proxy; 3) minimize the States is established in Southeast
amounts of energy and resources psychological and political losses Asia as a counterweight to China,
the possibility of success of such
to the same area. China is the of withdrawal from Vietnam.
The idea of the creation of a movements (except In Laos) is
only one of these four which has
substantial strategic, economic, "neutral" Southeast Asia or the unlikely. Those countries which
and political interests in South- tacit agreement to spheres of in- seek United States aid in coneast Asia, and the ability to seek fluence are alternatives in line trolling such incursions as develop
to achieve its interests in the with our general policy aim but should be given United States suparea. Tnis, and the possible psy- they seem to the authors to be port (except in Laos -• already a
chological effects of Communist unrealistic alternatives to a pol- hopeless situation)In limited quanexpansion, are the two major factors weighing in the determination of United States interest and
policy in relation to Southeast
Asia. However, except for Indonesia, no one or more of the
other Southeast Asian nations warrants a commitment even approaching the present size of our
Vietnam commitment. The idea of
denying China the economic advantages of Southeast Asia and
the psychological effects of their
loss call at most for a far more
limited policy. Our present commitment to Vietnam is thus considered extremely disproportionate to our over-all position in
international relations.
The decisive factor in any discussion of disengagement from
Vietnam is China's reactions and
the Influence, eventual withdrawal
will have on her future policy.
It is important to make it clear
that the authors look upon China
as the "paper tiger" of Asia.
Their aggressive words about destroying United States imperialists are not backed up by deeds.
It is doubtful that withdrawal from
. Vietnam alone would lead to direct Chinese predominance in the
Policy decisions of a Communist
Vietnam. Combining this with a
continued United States presence
in Southeast Asia (but not Vietnam)
the threat of direct Chinese expansion seems minimal, Chinese

R

THE TEMPTIN 1 TEMPTATIONS will appear at the FfeMhouse
from 4 to 6 p.m. Saturday with King Curtis providing the background sounds. The IFC-Senior Ball extravaganza will ai*»
feature the melodious sounds of the Dick Madison Orchestra
Friday night in the Washington Room. Tickets will be sold
during the week in the Mather Hall foyer and at the door. One
ticket is good for a round trip to both events.

tity. It should be made clear that
the United States will react to
overt aggression in a decisive
manner, similar to our response
in Korea, However, it should also
be made decisively apparent that
the chief burden of defense against
covert Communist expansion will
fall on the shoulders of the countries of mainland Southeast Asia
themselves. We must make it clear
that we Intend to avoid a commitment similar to our present one
in Vietnam. The situation i n
Thailand, the proposed base of
our new policy, would offer the
most delicate problems in maintaining this balance. We feel, however, that the possibilities of a
major revolt in Thailand are minimal in the foreseeable future.

Student Life.

(Continued from Page 1)
complete Individual development.
A second committee, a subcommittee of the Senate headed by
Lloyd J. Kramer '69, will use the
implications of the Social Evaluation to determine specific recommendations for changes In the
present social structure of the
College. Following a thorough
study, the sub-committee will present its specific recommendations
to the Senate for consideration,
Miles welcomes student commentary on the Evaluation and Its
implications. He sees as the purpose of the Social Evaluation "to'
In sum, South Vietnam has very stimulate among all segments of
little Importance to our national the college community thought and
interest, ,except the influence our future action in Improving the sowithdrawal would have on the attl- * J ^ 1
tudes and policies of other South- College."
east Asian countries and China
(psychological effects on the policies of nations elsewhere in the
world will be virtually unaffected
by our proposed policy in SouthAny upperclassman majoreast Asia). The present policy
ing in Economics, English,
puts a disproportionate emphasis
"Government, History, Philoson the importance of South Vietophy, Psychology, or Religion
nam. Our goal should be to balance
Is interested in teaching
the energy and cost of our South- I who
the Trinity Seminar Proeast Asian policy within the de- ; in
gram next year please conscribed limits, thus allowing a'
tact Peter Ehrenberg, Box
more balanced and beneficial pol1475 or \iones 107 before Sunicy elsewhere in the world; in
day,
May 14.
short, a policy more consistent
with our national Interest.
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Campus Notes

LETTERS to the editor
(Continued from Page 7)
I;

jabber that sparkling word 'money'." When Mr. Bauer grows up,
he will find that even literary
magazines have to be paid for,
this one far in excess of its Senate allotment, and to the tune of
twenty-two dollars a page.
Although Mr. Bauer disapproves
of all the writing we have printed, he tells us to enlarge the
magazine and print more of the
same. Conversely; we are expected to do this at a sacrifice
in graphics, although it seems that
our graphics are among the few
things we printed that he likes.
The rest of Mr. Bauer's criticism is simply a matter of like,
dislike, and conventional critical
mistakes. In calling our front cover "primitive" he mistakes primary conceptual content for the
work Itself, and presupposes the
inferiority of the primitive to, say,
the sophisticated. In his study of
our back cover he exhibits the
same tendency, as well as the intentional fallacy. His praise for
our "literature cycle" is couched in
the terms of the man who dislikes Frye, again a judgement
of primary conceptual content
rather than the work. He is, however, so good as to tell us that
some of our poems are "valid"
or even "true". We promise, therefore, to refrain In the future from
printing any false poems. His question mark after the 1964 date of
Kierstead's poem seems to evince
the same, consistent notion that
the art of the past is out of style,
as does his modernization of the
diction of "You bets your money
and you takes your chance." Rethy's poem, to which he awards
high praise, is by no means the
best work In the magazine. Kierstead's poem, whichus, is criticized lor "using"language-"and
Images not totally unheard of,"
but is thus consistent with the traditions of allegory, Courtly Love,
French Symbolism, and the work
of Yeats, Dante, Homer, and Eliot.
As for Brewer's overly climactic
ending, we are willing to submit
the author's explication of how
these "catastrophes" are necessary.

Peace Corps
point is that the magazine is too
Applications for the Peace Corps
small, he reviews only seven out
of the thirteen distinct pieces pre- programs that begin training this
sented. He is even guilty of mis- summer are due on Monday, May
construction of the fact; we r e - 15. Applicants should send commember no statement to the ef- pleted Questionnaires, to Office
fect that "three poems worth print- of Selection, Peace Corps, Washing have been written by students ington D.C. 20525. The .Questionduring this academic year." COL- aires can be obtained from the
Peace Corps Liason on campus or
LAGE, not a literary magazine
but a magazine of the arts, mere- in most Post Offices.
ly presented, from its seventy or
so contributions, the thirteen best. Delta Phi
We are sorry, incidentally, that
The campus chapter of the Delta
Mr. Bauer's several poems were
Phi Fraternity has recently electnot among the thirteen.
ed the following officers; Alvah
Hinckley III '68, president; RoLove,
bert-Pine '68, vice-president; ErLionel Tardif Editor
nest Williams '68, treasurer; Pefor the
ter Gable '69, corresponding secExecutive Board
retary; Edward Doyle '69, r e of COLLAGE
cording secretary; David Soule
'68, steward.

Jesters

Class of 7 0

The Jesters will produce their
last play of the season this week,
from Wednesday May 10 to Sunday May 14. Evening performances
except Sunday will start at 8:15
p.m. Sunday's performance will
be a matinee starting at 2:30 p.m.

Due to unavoidable circumstances, one candidate's name was
not included on last Thursday's
freshman ballot and a revote has
been scheduled for today in the
Mather Hall Foyer. The final elections for freshmen will be tomorrow.
Class Agents

Gilbert Campbell '67 will replace John Dombrowski '67 as an
The Chapel's Whitsunday Ves- assistant class agent.
pers service, Sunday May 14 will
include the music of Thomas Tal- Balloonists
lis, a Renaissance composer for
the Chapel Royal, sung by the
Balloon race competitors who
Cantores Sancti, choir of St. John's have received their cards should
Church of West Hartford and by return them to Box 811, Trinity
the Trinity Chapel Choir. They College, before Saturday, May 13.
will sing at 5:00 p.m. in the The winner will be announced in
Chapel.
next week's TRIPOD.

Chapel

DGAIt
World War I Ace Snooping Around fora New Car
DEAR REB:
I'm a former World War I Air Ace, and when it comes to buying a ne.w.car, I can really fly off the handle. Frankly, the whole
thing is a dogfight for me. I'm tired of piloting my present car
and have got my sights set on a performance model that'll let
me strut in style. But its price has got to be solo it won't shoot
me down. I'm banking on you to help me find one, Reb.,
MAX, THE RED BARON
DEAR RED BARON:
Don't be blue, MaxLTri-winging around in a new Dodge
Coronet R/T-Road/Track. The hottest new performance car
of the year. Standard equipment includes a 440-cubic-inch,
4-barrer Magnum V8. Front bucket seats. Air-scoop hood design. High-performance Red Streak nylon tires-and more!
Join the Dodge Rebellion in a Coronet R/T-you can do it for
peanuts. And as for your present car: Junker.

. In fine, Mr. Bauer takes an
equivocal position: "Faith, here's
an equlvocator, that could swear
in both the scales against either
scale,, who committed treason
enough for God's sake, yet could
not equivocate to heaven;" or, as
we say in Maine, he sits on the
fence with both ears to the ground.
Mr. Bauer's article, derrogatory
in tone, nonetheless praises five
out of the seven works it mentions, yet the praise is couched
in sarcasm. And although its main

For Dis t i nguished

HAIRCUTS
TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP
105 NEW BRITAIN AVE.;
NEAR BROAD STREET

Dodge

Dual e ; h n e a f y y " C d K b r a u k e s ' H e a v > f s u * P e ™ ° n underneath.
Dual exhausts. Full-length paint stripes. All standard. And as

1-MINUTE W A U FROM
FIELD HOUSE

0

CHRVBLER
Licensed Barber and
Certified Hair Stylist-

The 67 Coronet R/T is strictly a driving man's car, with a long
list of standard performance features designed to give you
cat-quick responsiveness on the road or the track. Your
choice offour-on-the-floor or a three-speed automatic trans-

MOTORS CORPORATION

thehood

°

dynamic

42

°-cubic-inch Hemi V8

? ? ? , Y 0 , u r R/T i n either a two-door hardtop or convertible
model. Check one out at your Dodge Dealer's soon.
m
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Frosh Nelters
Beat Pawling;
Await Wesmem
Although bad weather forced two
matches to be cancelled,
the
Freshman Tennis Team managed
to play Trinity Pawling before the
rain fell once again. Going one
game above .500, the squad defeated the previously undefeated
Pawling team 5-1/2--3-1/2.
After gaining a 4-2 lead at the
end of the singles competition on
the strength of victories by captain Chuck Wright, AL Gibby, Bill
Anderson, and Bevo Biven, Trinity
only needed one doubles victory
to wrap up the match. But Trinity Pawling's doubles strength
posed a threat to the afternoon.
Gibby and Anderson met two determined Pawling players. After
losing the first set 6-4, the Trinity pair gained control and managed to win the second set 7-5.
The third set was hotly contested,
but the Pawling1 number one doubles
team eked out a 6-4 victory.
With the score 4-3 and with the
second doubles team of Wright and
Blven struggling In their match,
the third team of Dave Carmen and
Pete Campbell realized that they
had to win. After a nervous beginning, Carmen and Campbell settled
down to make the match a rout.
Combining hard ground strokes
with an aggressive net game, the
Trinity team simply overpowered
their opponents. The final score
was 6-2, 6-0, and the match was
clinched.

Football Hall of Famers
Honor Wrzosek at Dinner

•

Varsity Netmen
Whip Union,
Springfield
Winning matches last week
against Union and Springfield, the
Varsity Tennis team greatly improved
with the victories, their
record rose to 4 and 2.
Facing Springfield on Thursday,
the Varsity netmen clearly showed
their superiority as they won all
nine individual matches. Of these
nine the only one to go three sets
was Mike Davison at first singles
who lost 6-3 before winning 6-2,
6-0. The other singles matches
were all easy victories for Trinity as Springfield was only able
to win a total of ten games. Doubles
proved equally unchallenging for
the Bantams as the Griggs-Davison, Beautyman-Ttlney, and Tilden Loeb combinations soundly
defeated their opponents.
Earlier in the week the Bantam raquetmen whipped their Union
opponents 8-1. The only loss was
Boeb Loeb at. sixth singles.
At third doubles the BehrendBlxler combination made Its season debut and won easily.

TOASTMASTER - Dr. Wil- introduces one of the main
liam M. Moore, (standing) speakers for the evening in
Athletic Director at Central Mather Hall.
Connecticut State College,

Levi Praises Team Play

The principal speakers for the
More than 300 persons were In
attendance at the first dinner of evening were the two college footthe Northern Connecticut Chapter ball coaches of the year, Tom Caof the National Football Founda- hill of West Point and Trinity's
tion and Hall of Fame Thursday Dan Jessee. Dr. William M. Moore..
the Athletic director at Central
night in Mather Hall.
Honored at the affair were four Connecticut State College served
outstanding scholar - athletes. as toastmaster.
Other speakers Included HarTrinity's Howie Wrzosek received
the award for the .college level, vey Harman, executive director of
while Kirk Parker of Suffield Aca- the National Football Foundation
demy was the preparatory school and Hall of Fame, the chairman of
winner. Representing the large the Awards Committee, Professor
high schools was Windsor High's Alexander MacKImmie of Trinity,
David Johnson, and In the small- and President Albert C. Jacobs,
medium high school category Mike
Introduced at the dinner were
Vlauk of Pulaski High School took Ken Carpenter, new coach for the
the honors.
Charter Oaks, Tom Borstlre, new
Coach for Holy Cross, Dr. Ed
Anderson,
former Holy Cross
Coach, and Jim Hickey, UConn
Athletic Director.
John (Clipper) Smith was nominated to the National Hall of Fame
by the Chapter. Smith was a forwas the return of injured crease mer Notre Dame All-American
man John Faulkrod. His presence guard from Hartford.
gave the team a much needed
.. '-;r«
lift and his goal on a Duncan Smith
pass was one of the finest of the
M1
3'
season.
•'•J.

Union, Conn. Valley Down Stickmen
After dropping a 3-3 contest to
Union Tuesday, the Bantam lacrosse squad reached Its potential for the first time all season
In a charity game against the
Connecticut Valley Lacrosse Club,
Friday night.
Although the club,
composed
mainly of college graduates and
former Ali-Americans, edged the
Blue and Gold in the final second
of pla' 8-7, the game added needed cor/idence to the team. Trailing 6-2, at the half, the Bantam's
played what Captain Alex Levi
considered their "best half of the
year" In the final two periods.
The defense held the club to two
goals while an offense minus Willie Wight and Bob McDorman tallied five times against a '66 Trinity graduate and All-American
King Hurlock.
Behind 7-3 in the third period
the Bantams fought back tying the
score at 7-7. Bruce Fraser tallied twice, while crease attackmen Nate Rath and Nat Prentice
' a l s o scored a pair. Tony Bryant
picked up the remaining goal. In
the final seconds of the fourth
period Connecticut Valley carried
the ball against a Trinity team
down a man due to a penalty. With
only one second left in the game
the "All-Stars" scored the deciding goal.
Against Union, now 4-1 on the
year, the visiting Trin team ran
into Some rough competition. Both
teams got off to a slow start and
in the first period the Engineer's
made the most of two lapses at
midfleld to put them two up. In
the second stanza the teams traded
goals to make the score 3-1 at the
break. Rick Ratzan scored the
first Bantam goal as he battled for
and slapped in a loose ball at
the mouth of the cage.
In the third period the hosts
exploded for four tallies to make
It a 7-1 affair. McPhee's men were
only able to match Union's two

THE ALL NEW

goals in the final period to end
the game at 9-3.
Bruce Fraser scored the first
of these on a carry around the
cage. His shot glanced off the
goalie's stick and in for the tally.
Dan Haden collected Trin's final score for the day as he picked
up a wayward pass that slipped by
Fraser and bounced it into the
net,
Tufts proved to be a very strong,
solid team that was just a bit
rougher and faster than the Bantam squad. The game against the
Connecticut Valley Lacrosse Club,
nevertheless, raised the hopes of
the Trln team. They must win
the next three games of the season
against Holy Cross, UMass, and
Wesle.yan, In order to even out
their record at 5-5. Today the
squad travels to the Holy Cross
field, while Saturday Trln plays
host to the Mass, team.
After two lopsided defeats on
the road, the Freshmen Lacrosse
team returned home Friday with a
sound victory over Choate, 5-2v
Never behind, the. Blue and Gold
struck early on a goal by Duncan
Smith. The score was quickly upped
as Frank Stowell rifled in a goal
from the right front of the crease.
The game was sparked by heads
up play by the mldfields and the
defense. Goals by Dick Hoffman and
Peter Wiles after picking up loose
balls typifies the middies' play
all day.. Choate's mere two goals
indicates the tremendous effort of
defenslvemen Tony DIBella, John
Hoffman, Dan Nichols, Jerry
Crowley, and goalie John Warmbold.
Perhaps thehighlightofthegame

and

now.

Ovary Hours ?
Parietal.* (aF. parietal, ad
L. parietalis, F, PARIES) 1.
a. Anat and Zool. Belonging
to or connected with wall of
body or any of its cavities.
b. bot. belonging to, connected with or attached to the1
wall of a hollow organ or
structure, especially of ovary
or of a cell 1830. 2. In U.S.
Pertaining to residents and
order within the walls of a
college, as in P. board, P.
Committee at Harvard College 1837.
*Oxford University Dictionary

FOR

SALE

HONDA SUPER HAWK
19 months old
5,600 miles
Good Condition
Contact Witt Barlow
Box

1409

JADE 1

CORAL
A NEW AFTER SHAVE & COLOGNE

WASHINGTON DINER, b e
N«w«st «n<S
ORANGE JUICE
. i E99!
Hash. Strewn Potatoes
T«#st, Ceffs®

COACH OF THE YEAR
Tom Cahill

Happy, Happy,
Happening!
Hold a class party or
dance aboard the Dolly
Madison. It'll be the*happiest ever!
For charier information
and reservations
phone

fn N«w Ertgfand

246-4432

ORANGE JUICi
Ham, Bacon or Sausaf®
2 &W, Potato®*, Toast

Cotlt*

$1.05
I.
*.
3.
4.
5.
«.

SREAMD V|AL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
SPAGHSTTr AND MEAT IALLS
ROAST STUjEfSD NATJVf TURKEY
©PEN HPT ROAST SEEF OR HAM SANDWICH
SROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.75
1.65
1.15
1.75
1,40
2.15

FOR 7S# MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEFS SALAD AND COFFfif SEiVfD WITH ASOVS

%n WASHIIWIOM %wm, mm. PARK

Doily Madison
AFTER SHAVE from 52 50
COLOGNE from $3.00
SWANK Inc.-Sole Distributor

159 WfttMwsftold Av».
Hartford, Conn. 06114
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Minukas Pitches Past Wesleyan, 8-3
"I'll tell you how to spot a good coach," Coach Dan Jessee began as his team boarded the
Middletown-bound bus, "he's one who is in an opposing town, being chased out by an angry mob
and makes it look like he's leading a parade."
,„ ,
Former reserve outfielder Wally Burns tapped a lead-off home run in a rout over Wesleyan,
first baseman Buddy Kupka suffered a !• season-ending shoulder separation, and Gonnecticut's
now notorious spring rains cancelled another contest: baseball's week at Trinity.
Following right-hand hurler George Minukas, the Bantams captured an 8-3 victory over Wesleyan at Andrus Field last Wednesday in the lone game scheduled between the rivals this season.
Minukas fanned ten and allowed no walks in traveling the nine-innings to Trinity's second victory against three defeats. Wesleyan connected for nine hits, including a LeClair homer, and
dropped to a 4-3-1 record with the loss.
Taking Tom Nary's place in centerfield, Wally Burns snatched three hits: a single, and a
double as well as his lead-off home run, and drove in three runs.
Together the Trinity nine took 14 hits off Cardinal pitchers John Andrus and Jacques LeGette.
In the second inning the Hilltop crew scored another run on Rich Coyle's double after singles
by Buddy Kupka and George Minukas.
Together the Trinity nine took
14 hits off Cardinal pitchers John
Andrus and Jacques LeGette.
In the second Inning the Hilltop crew scored another run on
Rich Coyle's double after singles
by Buddy Kupka and George Minukas.
Wesleyan tied it up at two apiece
in the fourth but a five-run sixth
Inning clinched the Trinity victory.
Singles by Mike Hickey, Burns,
Bob Heimgartner arid Ron Martin,
and a double by pitcher Minukas
accounted for the Trinity runs.

with Wesleyan. Early inthe.season
Trinity took a five-run lead only
to get rained out in Middletown.
The frosh record is 2-1 with the
two washed away.

Frosh Remain

i

VOL. L

SOPHOMORE WALLY BURNS practices the swing that beat
.Wesleyan in a rainy-day field house hitting drill. Burns came
off the bench to lead the Bantams home, 8-3, with a home run,'
a double and a single. Brian Titus catches behind the indooi
plate.
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Undefeated.

Oarsmen Second in Musty Callow

Wesleyan slid over the line a week from today at the annual Str. Jack DeLong 'G9
7
Morris Disston '68
three-quarters of a length ahead Friends of Trinity Rowing din6
David Knowlton '69
of Trinity in the Rusty Callow ner.
5
Bill Canning '69
Last year's Rusty Callow vicCup Regatta last Saturday at WorBuddy Kupka collided with Wes4
Deke August '69
cester, Mass. Regarded as the tory went to Amherst with Wesleyan pitcher Andrus In the third
3
Richard Tyner '68
New England small college cham- leyan second and Trinity fifth.
inning, separating his shoulder.
2
Nick Orem '67
pionship, the Regatta was blessed The Bantams, though, salvaged
First baseman Kupka is lost for with perfect conditions the first the other contests for JV and fresh- Bow Bill Young '69
the remaining five games and is
such afternoon for the Trinity men victories. Marietta swept all
BYE, BYE REDBIRD, ...
replaced at first by Rich Coyle.
three events in last year's Dad
shells this spring.
while it is more likely that
On Friday the Bantams tried
Rowing on lake water into a Vail Regatta.
I FRESHMEN
Coach Dan Jessee is blockunseccessfully to launch another faint headwind, Wesleyan, who lost
Wesleyan Coach Phil Cahoun
ing the sun from his eyes,
contest, with Coast Guard, on the to the Bantams two weeks ago revealed recently in the Wesleyan
Cox. Richard Dale
home .field. Bob Brlckley, who after snapping a rudder and run- ARGUS his pre-Callow strategy
he seems to be waving a
Str. Dan Drury (capt.)
wrenched his arm in the Maine
solemn good-bye to his top
ning aground, finished in 6:26. which eventually lead his Varsity
7
James Hubbell
roadtrlp last week, was unable to Trinity rowed smoothly, pushing to success. Anticipating his "big
rivals at Middletown as he
6
Steve Hamilton
pitch
and
Ron
Martin
took
the
the
sprint
to
a
high
38
strokes
a
boat"
as
"the
eight
to
beat"
he
leaves Wesleyan's Andrus
5
George Wheelwright
mound
for
Trinity.
Wally
Burns
minute,
but
was
never
able
to
said:
"No
race
is
over
until
the
Field alter thirty-five years
4
Dlx
Leeson
started In center.
pull even with the big Wesleyan last stroke...and (the) boys are
as Trinity coach.
3
Bill Newberry
The game went as far as the eight.
going to have to row '111 they
2
Dale Reed
third Inning when the traditional
The Cardinals outweigh Trin- Tsleed at the ears to return with
Bow Joseph Barkley
Trinity rains washed away another
ity's varsity boat by ten pounds the honors."
one: It was the second Coast Guard
a man.
contest to be cancelled this spring.
Marist and Amherst finished VARSITY
This afternoon the Jessee playthird and fourth respectively fol- Cox. Jack Smith '67 (co-capt.)
e r s entertain Williams at 3:15
lowed by Clark, A.I.C., Holy Cross, Str. Peter Johnson '68
II FRESHMEN
o'clock. The freshmen, after a
and the University of Rhode Is7
Bill Melcher '69
week's vacation, visit St. Thomas
land.
6
John Ingram '69
Cox. 'Bear' Bellda
in the second game of the series
The JV race was similar in many
5
Keith Pinter '69
Str. 'Lion' Liskow
(Trinity
won
the
first,
April
29,
ways. Although Trinity finished seThe Bantam golf team evened
4
Don Callaghan '68
7
'Duck' Desseau
cond, they were able to row as
its record at four wins and four 15-7). The Varsity are away on
3
Phil Pennington '68
6
'Dlno' Davidson
Friday
In
a
game
with
Worcester
well as they knew how, and came
defeats by clobbering Amherst
2
Caleb Fox '68
5
'Possum' Peelle
5 1/2 to 1 1/2 on Tuesday. The Tech. but return in time for the . across the line 1.8 seconds after Bow Scott Gove '67 (co-capt.)
4
'Moose' McConnell
MIT
contest
on
Senior
Ball
SatAmherst
in
6;48.8.
defeat lowered the Lord Jeff^s
3
'Spider' Maxwell
urday at 2:00 o'clock.
The freshmen provided another JV
Record to three and six.
'"*
2
'Snake' Sanford
Away
from
the
taunts
of
The
fine performance,
finishing in Cox. Randy Gordon '69
At No. 1 position, Rick Stultz
Bow 'Chimp'' Kapilla
6;47.2, two lengths ahead of their
defeated Warner, 1 up. Rob John- Tempatlons, the freshmen ball club
nearest competitor. Not only have
son, No. 2, and John Sjoholm, tries again to complete a game
they won every race that they have
No. 3, defeated their opponents
entered, but they have won each
three and one and three and two
easily by a length or more.
respectively. These two tied for
Trinity's second freshmen shell, *
low medalists of the day by firthe "zoo crew", rounded out the
ing 78's.
day by soundly beating Amherst
In the closest match of the
and Marist in 6:53.
Williams and Wesleyan visit the
afternoon, Rich Tuxbury and Chris
The Dad Vail, a three-day trip
Hibbard battled, to a standstill campus this afternoon for contests
to Philadelphia and the final test
for 18 holes. There was no play- with the Bantam baseball, tennis,
of small college (Eastern) crews,
off so each team was awarded and golf squads.
will take place this Friday and
The varsity diamondmen, riding
one-half point. Hugh Kenworthy
Saturday. Last year the Bantams
•: won his sixth match of the year, on a 2-3 record, meet the Ephmen
qualified first in the 36-crew event
defeating
Franklin
five-four. on the Hartford hilltop at 3:15
and placed fifth in the Finals. .
Charley Perrin, playing in the No. p.m. Meanwhile the frosh hitters
Trinity's JV were third and the
6 position this week, was beaten (2-1), battle St. Thomas in a return
freshmen eighth.
four and two by Elsenberg while bout.
In preparation for the final reBill Dickey, No. 7, defeated SilTrinity's fuzzballers play host
vestri 1 up.
to Wesleyan at 3:30 p.m. today gatta retiring coach Arthur GllThe team played at Providence in what could be the closest con- creast is sprinting his shells in
5 00-meter stretches, and pracon Friday but was rained out be- test of the season. The Cardinals
ticing 30-30's (power on for thirty
fore the match could be completed. will also send up their freshstrokes, power off for thirty).,
Trinity freshmen played their men golf team for a dual match.
first match last Friday and gained
Also today, the varsity lacrosse The crews are working with three
nothing but experience as a three team (2-5) Is at Holy Cross, In new shells: two Pococks (accepted
and three Klngswood squad beat what is slated as a "tough" match. , as the finest made and an exthem five to two.
While the Temptations taunt the perimental Schonbrun shell). The
I am a Faculty Member D Student •
No. 1 man Glenn Gazley easily masses in the Memorial Field experimental shell, which breaks
defeated his opponent five and House this Saturday, several Into three segments for easy travPlease prim full name and address plainly.
three as he shot an 80, the best squads will be In action on the el, rides higher in the water and
score on the Trinity squad.
fields. Jessee hilltop nine will is a lighter shell than the thinIn the tightest contest of the entertain M.I.T. at 2:00 clock; wood crafts. Consequently it needs
NAME
match. Marsh of Kingswood de- the lacrosse team battles U.Mass. " a heavy crew" and is not per; feated Ralph Glendennlng 1 up here, and the varsity track, crew fectly suited to Coach Gllcreast's
HOME ADDRESS
on the twentieth hole after holing a and tennis teams compete in cham- first eight. Wesleyan, with a heavSTREET
six foot putt on the nineteenth to pionship contests.
ier crew, Is more successful with
. At Bates, Trinity'.s 5-1 track a similiar experimental model.
keep the match alive.
CITY
STATE
At the No. 7 position, Stan Rob- team competes in the Eastern
COLLEGE NAME
With Gilcreast leaving to teach
inson lost 1 up to Holt as he while the tennis squad finishes American history at Exeter, there
failed to sink a five foot par putt the season with the New Englands is much speculation as to the new
on the eighteenth hole which would at Yale and the crew rows in Trinity mentor. Rumors have It
STATE
have sent the match into overtime. Philadelphia's Dad Vail Regatta. that the announcement will be made

Amherst Drops
As Golf Squad
Balances Mark

Baseball, Tennis
Vie Here Today

I
I

You mean,
because I'm a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton Hotels In the U.S.?
Hilton Hotels Corporation,
National Sales Office, Palmer House,
Chicago 90, III.
Please send the Faculty-Student
Rate Brochure that tells all.
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